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A bstrad

This research focuses on agriculture production of srnaIl landholders (LOO hectares
or less) in the government settlernent project of Pedro Peixoto, in the state of Acre in the
western Brazilian Amazon. Monte Car10 simulations show that returns fkom agriculture
production for small holders in the Pedro Peixoto project are weii above the BraPlian
poveny line, and signifïcantly e x c d the annual minimum wage.

The level of price risk faced by small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto project is
exarnined. It is shown that the level. of price risk in the settlernent project is higher than
price risk in the south of Brazil as well as external markets. The high degree of price risk
faced by small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto project m y be a banier to alternative
agriculture practices that require increased intensification, such as agroforestry. However,
it is also demonstrated that pnce variation is f a h g after July 1994. Due to the declining

pnce variation alternative production practices that currently are too rise rnay become
more attractive in the future.
The expected return fiom many of the commodities typically produced by s

d

landholders is shown to be falling after July 1994. This decrease in expected return m y
be due to a reduction in transaction costs that, in tum,reduce the pnce of comodities

deficit in the project. Conversely, the expected returns of sorne commodities (coffee and
banana) that are surplus in the project are rising after July 1994. This is also consistent
with falling transaction costs.
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1.O

Introduction
Much has k e n written about the economics of agricultural development in the

Amazon. Often attention has focusseci on cattle production, principally when done by
large ranchers (Fearnside, 1987a). The focus on large ranchers misses a significant
pomon of agricultural activity in the region. Ln 1997 it was estirnateci that smaii
landholders ( f m size less than 100 ha) rnake up 56% of registered farmland in Rondônia
and 30% of registered farmland in Acre, two States in the western Brazilian Amazon
(Vosti et aL, 1998b). Not o d y do srnall landholders account for a signifïcant proportion

of farrnland, due to their numbers (48,000 srnall Iandholder households in Acre and
Rondônia in 1997, Vosti et al., 1998b) they also account for a signincant proportion of
deforestation.
Thus, this research focuses on srnall landholders to gain a better understanding of
econornic forces driving agxicultural production for this important group of Arnazonians,
and to gain a better appreciation of the driving forces behind continued deforestation.

S m landholders in the Pedro Peixoto government settlement project in the Brazilian
state of Acre were chosen as the focus of this research to coordinate efforts with
researchers fiom the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), Empesa
Brasiieira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (EMBRAPA), and the Alternative to Slash and Bum
(ASB) project.

1.1

PedroPeixotoSettlernentProject-AnOveMew
Official settlemnt projeas in the Brazilian Arnazon have been facilitated by

govemment policies designed to populate the Amazon region and attempts to address
significant poveny concems. Faminow (1998) notes that the Amazon development
projects provideci land for the iandless poor of the Brazilian northeast and for displaceci
agricuitural labourers fkom the south of Brazil The migration to the agricultural fiontier
in the Amaron also involved spontaneous settlernent, both within and outside of official

settlement projects.
The Pedro Peixoto govemment settlement project is found in the state of Acre in

the western Brazilian Arnazon region (Figure 1.1). Settlement in the Pedro Peixoto
project is a relatively m e n t occurrence. W e the Pedro Peixoto govemment settlernent
project was opened in 1972, the majority of settlers in the project (two-thirds of them)
arrived during the 1980s (Fujisaka et al.. 1996). Settlernent in the Pedro Peixoto project
was aided in the late 1980s when the section of highway BR 364 that runs nom Porto
Veho (capital of Rondônia) to Rio Branco (capital of Acre), was paved (Fearnside, 1987
a) (BR 364 begins in CuiabB in Mato Grosso).
ûriginaily the settlement was on 370,000 hectares of land, divided between 3.200
families. Land plots for the settlement are located 50 to 100 kdometres fiom the capital of
Acre, Rio Branco (Fujisaka et a . , 1996). In 1994 the average srnail iandholder held
approximately 80 hectares of land with approximately 20 hectares cleared of forest
(Witcover et al., 1996).

1.2

froduction on the Frontier

Small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto settlemnt project practice a form of slashand-burn agriculture. Generaüy, land near the road is fmt cleared. Over time clearing
continues away fiorn the road so that swaths of land are gradually opened on either side of
the road (Fujisaka et ai., 1996). Many smaU landholders (66%) do not return the cleared
land into fallow after yields of annual crops begin to decline. Rather, the land is converted

to pasture for dairy and beef cattle (Witcover et aL, 1996).
Cattle production comprises a large portion of the annual value of agricultural
production. Many writers (Fearnside 1987%Fearnside 1988, Hecht 1985, Ledec 1992,
and Serriio and Toledo 1992 for example) have claimed that cattle production in the

Amazon is uneconomic, and has occurred because of governrnent subsides and infîation
driven land speculation. However, as outlined by Mattos and Uhl(1994) Amazon
producers have adapted their production practices to match their environment. Other
authors (for example, Faminow 1998, Loker, 1993, Mattos and Uhi, 1994) who have
revisited the economics of agricuitural production in the Arnazon have dixovered that
agricultural producers in the region may be making rational economic decisions when they
choose to convert forest to cropland and eventuaiiy pasture. This is in spite of declinhg
(or non-existence of) govenunent subsidies and with iittle opportunity for specuiative
gains in land values (Faminow 1998).
This research contributes to this debate using the case of srnail iandholders in
Pedro Peixoto. It is demonstrated that gross r e m s fiom agricultural production places
small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto settlement project weU above the Brazilian poverty

line, and weli above the annuai minimum wage rate. That is, this study shows that srnall
landhohiers do receive economic benefit fiom agriculturd production that may be greater
than the return fiom alternative uses for their labour. If this is the case, it can be expected
that srnail landholders will continue production and expansion of production irrespective
of land value specuiation and the existence / nonexistence of goverrunent subsidies.

1.3

Price Risk and Intensification

intensification, often requicing increased specialization, of agriculturd production
has k e n proposed by sorne as a means of increasing economic returns fi-om agricultural
production in the Amazo n, while decreasing the pressures for deforestation. Tonio10 and

Uhl(1995) indicate that the major hpediments to intensification in the Amazon region are
restricted access to credit, restricted access to technical assistance, and precarious fiontier
markets.
The settlement project in Pedro Peixoto displays characteristics of precarious
fiontier markets. Isolation fkom other markets in the region is one characteristic of
fiontier markets. For exarnple, Witcover et aL (1996) found that srnall landholders in the
Pedro Peixoto settlement project have fewer connections with market infirastnicture than
the settlement project of Theobroma in the neighbouring state of Rondônia. One result of

market isolation explored in this research is a high degree of cornrnodity price variation or

price risk. The high degree of price risk faced by small landholders in Pedro Peixoto is
highlighted when price variation in Pedro Peixoto is compared with other regions of Brazil

as weli as markets outside BraziL

High pnce risk c m be offset by srnall iandholders through the adoption of
diversifiecl production practices. Therefore, the presence of high pnce variation may
present a barrïer to specialization in the region. Risk-averse srnaii landholders will likeiy
continue to produce a diversined portfolio of agricultrnal products as long as they are
faced with highly variable product pnces. It is also demonstrated that the price risks
inherent in pasture products (beef and &)

are the lowest of a i l the cornrnodities

produced by srnail landholders. This fact provides another reason why pasture products
have becorne the largest contributors to farm household revenue from agricultural
production.

1.4

The Policy Environment

This study also examines the combineci impact on comrnodity pnces of a suite of
recent policy changes and market liberalization initiatives. These policy changes were

introduced dong with the Plano Real in July of 1994. The Plano Real devalued the past
currency (the New Cruzado) by 2,750 times to f o m the current Braplian currency, the
Real, in an attempt to curb r q a n t inflation. At the same tirne govenunent subsidies and
tax incentives were reduced and barriers to trade were lowered (e.g., the Mercosui fiee
trade pact).
July of 1994 wiU be used in this study to divide comrnodity prices into "before"
and "after" penods to detemine if any trends in expected price and pnce variability are

evident. Pnces fiom the Pedro Peixoto project are ako exarnined to determine if the

Observed trends

can be explained. This is done in an attempt to determine if the trends in

expected r e t m s and price variation will Wrely continue or if they are a temporary impact.

1.5

Research Objectives
The intent of this research is to begin the process of analysing prices received by

srnall landholders in the Amazon. To date, Little published research has analysed prke
structure in the area. Few authors have made an attempt to analyse price risk or
determine the direction of cornmodity price tends. Therefore, little is known about the
impact of price risk or price trends on production decisions of small landholders. It is
hoped that beginning the analysis of producer prices in the Pedro Peixoto settlernent
project will be an important conaibution to the understanding of agricultural production in
the Arnazon region.
This research will attempt to answer three basic questions. Fist, are expected

pnces for the commodities commonly produced by smaU landholders sufncient to support
srnail landholders, and are these r e m s higher or lower than alternative f o m of incorne?

Second, is the degree of price risk faced by small landholders Li Pedro Peixoto greater
than price risk in other agricultural markets and if so, what impact does the higher degree

of risk have on s

d holder production decisions? Finally, are any trends in prices and/or

price variation evident after July 1994?
Answering the fïrst question will shed sorne Light on the economic viability of small
iandholder production in Pedro Peixoto and ailow one assessrnent of the success of the
settlernent project. An answer to the second question rnay help explain the production

decisions of srnall landholders and provide insight into the viability of alternative
production practices, many of w hich require increased intensincation and specialization.
The third question begins to look towards the future of agriculturd production in the
region. Evidence of price trends that are likely to continue into the future may point to the
need for adaptation to preserve srnall landholders' income leveL

1.6

Structure of the Thesis
The analysis in this study is divided into three sections. Chapter Two outlines the

procedures used throughout the analysis. The research relies on a combination of
statistical tests, Monte Car10 simulations, and stochastic dorninance anaiysis. Chapter
Three outlines the production environment found in the Pedro Peixoto project. This
chapter describes a typical production basket for small Iandholders in the Pedro Peixoto
project, based upon survey research conducted by IFPRI and EMBRAPA during 1994.
Chapter Three also examines pnces fiom January 1992 through July 1994. The expected
retum from agricultural production is compared with a World Bank estirnate of Brazilian
poverty and the minimum wage rate to derive masures of the relative level of srnali
iandholders' incorne.

In Chapter Four the price series are divided into two groups, before July 1994 and
&er July 1994. The expected retum and the degree of variation fkom the expected retum
in the two periods are examineci to discover if any trends are evident after July 1994.
Expected returns are compared by using stochastic dominance techniques to determine if
small landholders' welfare is f a h g or rising after July 1994. This chapter also repeats this

analysis for two comrnodities, coffee and banana, that were not typically produced by

small landholders in 1994. F i i y , two causes of the O bserved trends, inflation and
decreasing transaction costs, are presented and analysed. Thû analysis provides sorne
insight as to whether the trends in expected r e m and price variability are Likely to
continue in the future.

1.7

SynthesesoftheResults
This research will show that the degree of price risk faced by smaU landholders in

the Pedro Peixoto project is higher than the price risk faced by producers in the south of
Brazil and extemal markets. By choosing to produce a aiversifieci portfolio of
cornmodities, srnall landholders have been able to reduce their risk exposure. This
research will also show that the degree of price risk is lowest for pasture products, beef
and miik. This observation provides one reason why cattle production has becorne so

important to producers in the Amazon. The high degree of price risk rnay form a banier
to the adoption of alternative cornrnodities (coffee or banana for example) or alternative
production practices (for example improved pasture management) that require increased
intensification.
It will be demonstrated that the return srnall landholders receive fiom agricultural
production in the Pedro Peixoto project is weii above the Brazilian poverty h e , and weii
above the minimum wage rate. This lends support to the argument that agricultural
production in the Amazon is econornic and does not require large goveniment subsidies or

windfail gains fkorn land speculation.

F i d y this research wiü demonstrate a need for small landholders to change their
production practices and/or begin production of new cornrnodities. This is due to frilling
expected prices that may be a result of falling transaction costs between Acre and extemal
markets. Foxtunately, this study also shows that price variation may also be failkg,

leading to a reduction in pnce risk, which may decrease the bamier to intensifïed
production practices.

Figure 1.1: Map of Brazil
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2.0

Methods
This chapter will briefly outline the methods of analysis and the tools used to

conduct this study. The chapter begins with an overview of the principles of risk and risk
management. This is foliowed by a discussion of the rnethods used to construct stochastic
spreadsheet simulation models. The third part of this chapter outlines the stochastic
domirtance techniques used to analyse the results of the simulations. The h a i section of
this chapter is a bnef review of the statistical tests used throughout this work.

2.1

Principles of Risk and Risk Management
This study focuses on pnce risk faced by srnail landholders in the Pedro Peixoto

government settlement project, both in t e m of the level of price N k and how price risk
may be changing over time. It is therefore useful to review the sources of pnce risk and

actions producers rnay take to reduce price risk.

2.1.1

Measurement of Price Risk
Robison and Barry (1987) define risky circurnstances as "uncertain events whose

outcornes alter a decision makers weU-king" (Robison and Barry, p.13. 1987). This
definition unquestionably applies to agricultural c o m o d i t y prices.
Pnce uncertainty, or price risk, has been measured a number of different ways in
this study. The siniplest rneasurernent is price variance. The level of pnce variation is

exarnined in two periods, before July 1994 and after July 1994, to detennine if the level of
pnce uncertainty is changing over tirne.

The second measure of price uncertainty used in this work is the coefficient of
variation, the standard deviation divided by the rnean pnce. As the coefficient of variation
is a unitless rneasure of price variation, it allows for the cornparison of pnce uncertainty

between commodities and across time periods. This meamernent of price uncertainty is
commonly applied when comparing the degree of risk inherent in the production of
different cornmodities, for example in Sonka and Patrick (1984). or Walker and Helrners
( 1984).

As discussed by Cabuszewski and Sinquefield ( 1985). the tirne period in which
prices are measured (e.g., daily, weekiy, monthly, etc.) wili have an impact upon pnce
variation measurements. Therefore the coefficient of variation for a price senes measured
monthly is not comparable to the coefficient of variation of a price series measured daily.
A third measure of price variation, pnce volatility, is employai to account for

differences in time periods. Price volatility (equation 2.1) (Cabuszewski and Sinquefield,
1985) is the standard deviation of the percentage price changes, adjusted for the
deviations caused by different measures in time. Like the coefficient of variation, price
volatility is independent of units.

volatility =

a = annualized time unit (e.g.,12 for monthly data o r 365 for daily data)
X , = price at t i m e t
n = n u m b e r of observations

The degree to which a price uncertainty alters production decisions depends upon

each individual producer's state of knowledge which is directly related to their ability to
predict future price changes (Robison and Barry, 1987). Price trends may represent a
predictable source of price risk, and as such do no t contribute to pnce risk. The random
variability remaining after the predictable variation has been removed Mght better
represent the pnce risk faced by producers (Young, 1984). FoUowing procedures
outlineci by iudge et aL (1985) the first dincrence of each price senes was calculated. This

isolates the random variation in pnces fkom one month to the next. The three masures of
price uncertainty discussed above, variance, coefficient of variation, and pnce volatility,
have k e n caiculated and compared for the fÏrst-dinerenced price data.

2.1.2

Response to Pnce Risk
Sonka and Pamck (1984) outline a number of means by which producers can

reduce their exposure to risk. Some of the methods for risk reduction are intuitive, such

as choosing to produce commodities with a low degree of pnce risk. One theme cornmon
to rnany of the propos& for risk reduction is diversification. Producers rnay diverse
their operations in a number of ways. Alternative production enterprises can be

undertaken, annual cropping with cattle production for example. Roduction rnay be
diversified through the selection of crops and / or seeds that are not susceptible to the
same causes of production faiiure (e.g., crops which are not susceptible to the sarne Pest
pro blems). Intercropping in the region of study is a production practice used by s m d
landholders which may reduce production risk. Finaiiy marketing rnay be diversified
through t h e , that is the s e h g of products may be spread through the year.
Equation 2.2 (S onka and Pamck ,1984) outlines how diversification reduces risk.
The contribution to the total variance of an enterprise fiom a particular operation equak
square of the proportion of resources dedicated to an operation (p, and pJ multiplieci by
the variance of the operation (c?, and 6).
The partial variances of the various operations

are a d d d together and added to an additional term that accounts for the correlation
between the operations (c in equation 2.2).

The impact of diversification is perhaps best illustrated through the use of an
example. For the sake of the example daand ndbare both equal to ten units. If a
producer chose to specialize in either operation a or b, the variance of the enterprise
would be ten units. If however (assuming for the moment that the conelation between the
two operations is -1) the producer chooses to dedicate 5 0 8 of their resources to each of
the two operations the variance of the enterprise would be zero.
Sonka and Patrick (1984) and Levy and Sarnat (1984) &O note that the benefit of
diversification is reduced if the expected values of the operations have highly positive
correlation coefficients. Carrying through with the example, if the correlation between the
two operations was 1 the variance of the enterprise would be 10 units. In this case the

benefit of diversification has k e n eliminated due to the correlation between the two
operations. However, as long as the conelation between the different operations is not
perfect, there is potential for risk reduction through diversification.

The level of risk reduction is also partially dependant upon the degree of
diversification. In the previous example, in which 50% of resources are dedicated to each
operation, variance cm be reduced from ten units (correlation coefficient q u a i to 1) to

zero units (correiation coefficient equai to - 1). However, if 75% of resources were
dedicated to operation (a) and 2546 of resources were dedicated to operation (b) the
variance of the enterprise could be reduced fkom 10 units (correiation coefficient equd to
1) to 2.5 units (correlation coefficient equal to -1).

2.2

Simulation
The simulation procedures in this analysis use Monte Carlo sarnphg techniques.

Monte Carlo sampling techniques involve randomly sefecting an estimated value for a
stochastic variable fiom a probability distribution (Law and Kelton, 1991). In this study,

pnce distributions are randomly sampled and the sampled values are combiied with
estirnated production to derive multiple (e.g., 1,000) random estirnates of gross incorne
fiom agriculturai production. The relative fiequencies of the multiple random estimates
are used to estimate incorne probability distributions. In large samples. the relative
fkquency of occurrence of estimated values c m be used as approximations for
probabilities. Because incorne fiom agriculturai production is a continuous function, the
relative kequencies of intervals, not discrete points, will be used to approximate
probabilities (Kementa, 1986).

If the sample size is large enough, the estimated probability of any interval will
becorne stable. That is, after the pnce distributions have been sampled many times, the
relative frequency of any incorne interval estimated through the simulation process wiU
change little after additional samplings (Kernenta, 1986). The stability of the simulation
mode1 will be rneasured by monitoring the percentage change in each fifth percentile of the
output distributions, the percentage change in the rnean of the output distributions, and the
percentage change in the standard deviation of the output distributions. Simulations can

be considered stable when the percentage change of all three of these rneasures are less
than 1.5% (Palkade. 1997).

Variables estimateci by the simulation process are no t fixeci numbers. Rather, they

are defined by a pro bability distribution that can be described by statistics of central
tendency and dispersion, such as the mean, and standard deviation respectively. The
simulation models in this study have been constructed using the Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet program, combined with the @RIS K software.

2.2.1

Kce Distributions
The Est step in the simulation process û defining a probabiiity distribution for

each pnce series. Following procedures outlined in Law and KeIton (1991), three
different possible price distributions were specified and tested for "goodness-of-fit". For
each price series a triangular distribution (dehed by its minimum and maximum), a
lognormal distribution (dehed by its mean and standard deviation), and a n o d
distribution, truncated at zero (dehed its mean and standard deviation) were specined.

How well each distribution fit the data was then tested using the Chi-Square test statistic,
as describeci by Walpole and Myers (1972). If the calculateci x2 statistic, as given by
equation 2.3, is greater than the d c a i x2 value, the nuil hypothesis, that the theoretical
distribution adequately describes the observed data is rejected. In equation 2.3, oi are
equal to the observed fiequencies, ei equal the expected fiequencies, and k is the number
of intervals in the pnce senes.

The "goodness-of-fit" for the theoretical distributions of aU of the comrnodities
used in this study were exarnined using this rnethod.

The fkxpencies between each tenth

percentile (k = 9) in the series were cornpareci with the expected fiequencies generated by
the dinerent distributions. Ushg the Chi-Square test it was found that, of the distributions
tested, the truncated-nod distribution best fit the sample data for aU prices but Br&nut, which can be best described by a lognomial distribution (Table 2.1).

Through this study ail prices wiu be represented by a mincated-normal distribution
except Brazil-nut which will be represented by a lognormal distribution. It is recognized
that the theoretical distributions tested may not be the best distributions to use when
describing the various prices. For example, Law and Kelton (199 1) point out that rnany
distributions are skewed to the nght, but not enough observations in the right-hand tail of
the distribution are available to defke the skewness fiom the Observed sample. Given
that the theoretical distribution rnay no t be the "best", the sensitivity of results to a change
in distributions wiii be tested. Andysis will be repeated using alternative distributions, to

detect if results are dependant upon the choice of distribution.

2.2.2 Definition of Simulation Variables

The final step in the simulation process is the conversion of the static estimates of
annual gross retums fiom agricultural production to stochastic estimates of annual gross
retms. This is accornpüshed using the Monte Cario simulation procedures previously
describeci.

The International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) and Empressa Brasileira
de Pesquisa Agropecu6ria (EMBRAPA) conducted a s w e y of s x d l landholders in the

Pedro Peixoto project. This survey revealed that small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto
project use a minimum of purchased inputs, including hired labour. Surveys of the small
landholders in the Pedro Peixoto project in 1996 found that less than 2% made use of
chernical fertilizers, approxirnately 12% made use of insecticides, and approximately 138
made use of herbicides (Carpentier, forthcorning). Other studies conducted in the Amazon

region, Browder (1994) and Jones et ai. (1995) for example, have &O discovered that
smaU landholders rely on few purchased inputs. This finding is consistent with the
assemon that the region is poor in capital and labour, and small landholders tend to adopt
systems that miniMIe capital and labour requirernents (Cunha and Sawyer, 1997).
Data regarding actual production expenses are not readily available. Given the
curent minimal use of purchased inputs in the Pedro Peixoto project, and given the lack
of reliable cost data, gross retums fYom agriculturd production are used in place of net
incorne fiom agricultural production. This assumption, used throughout the rernainder of

this work, is consistent with Jones et al. (1995) who also found cost data difncult to
obtain and proxied net annual income with gross retums.

2.3

Cornparison of DEerent Combinations of Expected Price and Rice Variation
Simulation results will be used to create cumulative probability distribution

functions (CPDF)for the gross returns of each agronomie system (Levy and Samat,

1984). The CPDFs are used to compare the combination of gross return and variability

found in each system to identify the system that leads to the highest producer welfare.

2.3.1

First Degree Stochastic Dominance
Results of the simulations cm be ranked according to desirability. The £kt step in

this ranking procedure removes ail "undesirable" alternatives with no assumptions
regarding the rïsk preferences of the producers. That is, are any production systerns less
desirable regardless of whether the producer is risk averse, risk neutral, or risk loving?
This is accomplished by using Fist Degree Stochastic Dominance (FSD). Stochastic
dominance is a powemil evaluation tool because it evaluates r e m s over the entire range

of outcornes. Other systems of preference ranking, such as mean variance analysis, only
evaluate the systems at the means and therefore ignore sorne valuable information (Parsch,

1997).
Using FSD,production systern A wili be dorninated by system B if, for any value

dong the X ais, the probability of receiving a higher return in system B is greater than or
equal to the probability of receiving a higher return in system A (adapted fiom Levy and
Samat, 1984). Graphically, if A is dominated by B the CPDF of option A always lies

below (or to the left of) the CPDF of B (Figure 2.1).

FSD is demonstrated by a hypothetical example in Figure 2.1. The two systems in
the example, system A and system B, are norrnally distributed. System A is d e h e d by a

mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 3. System B is denned by a mean of 15 and a

standard deviation of 4. Using the Monte Car10 techniques describeci in the previous

section, CPDFs have been constructed for systems A and B. From Observing Figure 2.1 it

can be easily seen that the probabiity of receiving a higher retum is always greater in

system B. Therefore, ail producers would prefer system B to system A (Le., B dominates
A)-

Because no assumptions have k e n made regarding risk preferences, a FSD result
is not influanced by dBerent levels of variation w i t h the systerns. FSD is only influenced
by the expected values (Levy and Samat, 1984). Following the previous example, all

producers wouid prefer system B to system A because the higher r e t m s in B overshadow

any increase in variation.

2.3.2

Second Degree Stochastic Dominance

FSD may not be 'efficient' enough to idente the most desirable production
system At some point the CPDF of the two systems may cross. That is, for some Level of
retums the pro bability of achieving a higher return may be greater under system A, but at
a different level of retum the probability of achieving a higher rate of return may be
greater under systern B. In this case the variation between the two systerns will play a
stronger role in the preference ordering of producers. if FS D is not sufncient to
dinerentiate between two production systerns. Second Degree Stochastic Dominance
(SSD) will be used to ident* the more desirable systems. The use of SSD requires the
assurnption that producers are N k averse (Levy and Samat, 1984).
System A is dominated by system B using SSD if the area under the CPDF of B is
always greater than, or equal to, the area under the CPDF of A, for al values dong the X

axis (equation 2.4). Altematively, system A is domhateci by system B if the area between
the two probability disaibutions (Le., area B - area A) is greater than or equal to zero for

all values dong the X axis. (equation 2.5) (adapted fiorn King and Robison, 1984). In
equations 2.4 and 2.5, A(x) and B(x) represent the CPDF of systerns A and B.

SSD is graphicaliy demonstrated through a hypothetical exarnple in which both
system A and system B are defined by a normal probability distribution. In the SSD
exarnple, system A is d e h e d by a rnean of 10 and a standard deviation of 5 and system B
is defined by a mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 1. Using the Monte Car10

techniques previously described, the CPDF for each of these systerns have been calculated

and graphed in Figure 2.2. Rom Figure 2.2 it can be seen that neither system is dominant
under FSD because the two distributions cross. However, as seen in Figure 2.3, the area
under the CPDF of B is always greater than or equal to the area under the CPDF of A
(Le., the difference between the area under B and the area under A is always equal to or
greater than zero). Therefore, system A is dominated by system B foUowing the d e s of

SSD.

In the preceding example, variation does play a role in deteminhg if one system is
preferred to another. A risk averse producer prefers the combination of expected return
and variation found in system B over the combination of expected return and variation
found in system A. Usuaiiy risk averse producers will prefer lower variation to higher
variation (Parsch 1997). However, Levy and Sarnat (1984) point out that it c m not be
stated that the risk averse producer will always prefer lower variation. The degree to
which a producer will prefer a system with lower variation will also depend upon the
dinerence in expected values. That is, a producer may prefer a system with higher
variation. if the system with the higher variation also has a sficiently higher expected

retum.
Figure 2.2 also shows the requirement for the "risk aversion" assumption when

using SSD.

Both systems have the sarne expected value. Therefore, the risk neutral

producer would be indinerent between them (Levy and Samat. 1984). The risk loving
producer may prefer the higher possible retums of system A. OnIy the risk averse
producer would definitively prefer system B to system A.
Further information regarding the desirability of various systems can be obtained
through the application of generalized stochastic dominance. However these techniques
require more rîgorous assurnptions regarding the risk preferences of producers (Parsch et

aL, 1997). At this tirne this type of detailed information regarding the risk preferences of
small landholders in the western Amazon region is no t available.

2.3.3

Applications of Stochastic Dominance
Stochastic dorninance criteria have been developed in the field of financial analysis.

As discussed by Porter (1978) the technique has been applied to the andysis of dinerent
portfolios to determine the strategies that wiIi lead to efficient investments. That is,
investment strategies that optimize combinations of variability and expected retuni, given
investors' risk preferences. Different production decisions are analogous to different
portfolio decisions. Different production decisions can be analysed using stochastic
dorninance to learn which combination of variabrlity and expected return are optimal for a
given set of risk preferences. Salin and Dobbins (1994) applied this technique to analyse
the risk and benefits of 10w input farming in Indiana
Bey and Porter (1978) show that stochastic dominance techniques c m be applied
to capital investment decisions. Stochastic dominance criteria have been applied to
agricultural investment decisions in the presence of uncertainty by Parsh et ai. (1997).
Novak and Jeffery (1997) have used this approach to analyse the benefit of investing in

insurance programs relative to the benefit of govenunent agricultural policies.

This study will combine and adapt some elements of the previous applications of
stochastic dorninance techniques. Like Novak and Jeffery (1997) stochastic domhance
wili be used to analyse g o v e m n t policy. Stochastic dominance techniques are used to
determine if producers' welfare is increasing or decreasing because of changes in
g o v e m n t policy.

2.4

Additional Statistical Tests
A number of statistical hypothesis tests (in addition to the test described in section

2.1.1) are used. These tests are commonly applied in statistical analysis and are briefly

s u d e d below.

2.4.1

Test for Significant Correlations
In Chapters Three and Fou., each pnce senes is exarnined for sign%cant

correlation with other pnces. Significant correlations are incorporated Uito simulation
models. Tests for significant correlations are conducted following the 2-test, as outlined
by Walpole and Myers (1972). The nuU hypothesis that there is no significant hear

relationship, is rejected if the 2-statistic, as given in equation 2.6, falls outside the critical
region. At a confidence level of 95% confidence the critical region for the 2-test lies
between -1.96 and 1.96. In equation 2.6, r equals the correlation coefficient between the
two pnces, and n represents the number of paired obsewations fiom the two pnce series.

2.4.2

T-Test for Differences in Mean

The T-test for difference in means is applied in Chapter Four to determine if rnean
pnces fiom two different time periods diüer statisticaily. Rom mual observations of
price graphs, some knowledge is gained of the direction of price changes so a one tailed

test for difference in rnean is used. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference
between rneans. As described by Walpole and Myers (1972) the nuil hypothesis is not
rejected if the inequality in equation 2.7 holds. In equation 2.7. x, and x, are observed
means fiom the first and second series. sZ,and sZ2are the standard deviations from the two
series, and n, and n, are the number of observations in each senes. The test outlined in
equation 2.7 assumes that s2, and sZ2are dinerent. Therefore, the degrees of freedom used
to defme the critical region of the T-test is de-

by equation 2.8. AU T-tests used

throughout this work have been conducted at a confidence level of 95% (a=0.05).

An alternative to equation 2.7 substitutes a pooled variance in the denominator

(equation 2.9). The alternative calculation for the test statistic is appropriate in cases of
small sample sizes (nOO) (Kenny and Ke-eping, 195 1). In equation 2.9 the degrees of

eeedom of the test, v, is given by equation 2.8 (Le., the degrees of fieedom are the sarne

as for equation 2.7).

2.4.3 Test for Signifcant Dserence in Variance
In Chapter Four, the variance from two dinerent periods is tested to detennine if
variation in prices is changing over tirne. The hypothesis that the variation fiom the two
periods is the same is tested using the F-test, as outlined by Walpole and Myers (1972).
From obsenring pnce graphs, sorne information can be gained about the possible direction

in the change of price variation. Therefore a one-tailed F-test is applied. The alternative
hypothesis, that the variance in one penod is greater than the variance in a second period,

is accepted if the calculateci F-statistic, as given by equation 2.10, is greater than the
critical region for the F-distribution. In equation 2.10, s,2 and $ are the sample variances
calculated nom the data. The critical region for aiI F-tests conducted are dehed by a

95% confidence level ( a d . 0 5 ) and degrees of keedom given by v, and v,

2.4.4 Akaike Information Critenon

To conduct the statistical tests in sections 2.4.5 and 2.4.6, the appropriate number
of h g penods must be determined. That is, are current prices iduenced by past prices
and, if so, how far back in time does this irifluence extend?

FoUowing Mohanty et ai. (1996) the appropriate lag term for each price senes has
k e n determined using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The opemal number of
Iags will be indicated by the lowest AIC value. AIC values are directly related to the sum
of squared errors fkom regression analysis. That is (ail other things king equal) a 10wer
error sum of squares will lead to a lower AIC value. However, the AIC imposes a
"penalty" for additional lags, to account for the additional explanatory power due shply
to the introduction of additional endogenous variables. That is, (dl other things king
equal) the introduction of additional lags will lead to a higher AIC value (Rahman,1987).

To detemine the N C , the cornrnodity prices were regressed against cornmodity
prices lagged i periods (equation 2.1 1). Equation 2.1 1 assumes that additional lag penods
are sequentiai. That is, if a lag penod of three is identifid, it is assumed that hg penods
one and two also play a significant role. This may not be the case, as prices fiom more

distant hg periods may have an influence on cunent prices wMe nearby lags are less
important. This factor is a weakness of the AIC.
The linear regression was carried out for five cornrnodities (nce, corn, beans, beef
and coffke) and six dinerent lag periods (one through six). The time senes fiom January

1992 through July 1997 was divided into two different periods, fiom January 1, 1992
through July 1994, and for August 1994 through July 1997. AIC values were caiculated
for the five comrnodities and two time periods for the states of Acre and Parani. The
variance of the error term fiom each of the regressions was used to calculate the AIC, as
given by equation 2.12. In equation 2.12, i is equal to the number of lags used in the
h e a r regression, n is the number of data points. and d is equal to the variance of the
error term fiom the h e a r regression (equation 2.1 1):

L1

AIC =-+ho

2

.

Parana was chosen for cornparison purposes as it is a large agricdtural region in
the south of Brazil with weIi developed agricultural markets. Prices for agriculturai
products in Parana shouid be highty integrated with prices in other southem states.
Therefore pnces fkom Parana can be viewed as representative of prices from the
agricultural markets in the south of BraziL

Table 2.2 gives the calculateci AIC values for the period fiorn January 1992
through July 1994. As can be seen fkom Table 2.2, in this period optimal nurnber of lags
for nce, corn, beans, and beef pnces in Acre is t h e and the optimal numkr of lags for
coffee prices in Acre is two periods . For Parana the optimal number of lags for nce,
corn, and beef prices is three penods, the same as Acre. The opiimal number of lags for
bean pnces in Paran6 is two periods and while the optimal number of iags for coffee prices
is one penod.

For the period fkom August 1994 through July 1997 the optimal number of lag
periods is four for rice, corn beef and coffee prices, both in Acre and ParaniS. The optimal
numkr of lags is also four for bean prices in Paran6 but the optimal lag for bean prices in
Acre is one (Table 2.3).

2.4.5

Dicky-Fuller Test for Stationarity
The market integration test outlined in section 2.4.6 assumes that the first

differences of prices are stationary. If a series is stationary it will always return to an
equilibrium expected value after a shock. That is, a stationary senes does not foliow a
random w a k (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1991).
The assumption that the first differences of the various price series are stationary

has been tested using the augmenteci Dicky-Fuller test, as given by equation 2.13
(Mohanty et aL, 1996) . Foilowing Mohanty et aL (1996), the number of hg periods

included in equation 2.13 (ml)is deterrnined by the AIC, as given by Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
The nuil hypothesises @=O) of non-stationarity is rejected if the absolute value of the

calculated test statistic is significantly large. From Table 2.4 it can be seen that in ail cases
the null hypothesis is rejected. That is. all the first difîerenced series examuied are
stationary.

2.4.6

JOhansen Co-integration Test
As discussed by Vosti et ai. (1998a) changes in the structure of agricultural

markets in the Amazon region may be leading to increased integration with markets
outside of the region.
Prices in two States are CO-integratedif a stationary iinear relationship between
them cm be defineci (equation 2.14). Equation 2.14 is comrnody referred to as the cointegrating equation and A is commonly referred to as the co-integrating parameter
(Pindyck and Rubuifeld, 1991). Ano ther way of expressing the concept of CO-integration
is in t e m of common trends. Different prices cm be viewed as CO-integratedif it is
found that they foilow cornmon trend@)(Benson et aL, 1994). By way of a simple
example, if two series are separateci by ten units and both show an increase of one each
penod, the two series cm be said to foIiow a common trend and are CO-integrated. In this
example there is one unique CO-integratingparameter (A from equation 2.14), and the two

series share a common trend (q+C,,
= q+1 and nt+,= yt+l).

As discussed by Benson et aL (1994), if the number of common trends between the
series being examin& is equal to the number of prices king exarnined, there is no bit to

the number of ways the two series can diverge kom each other. That is, there is no
evidence that the series are moving together and the hypothesis that the series are cointegrated is rejected. To carry on with the simple example, if it has been found that xt+i =

i+1 but y, = yt+ 100, the series have two trends and there is no A. that will satisfy
equation 2.14.
The number of comrnon trends between the stries is determined by subtracting the
number of CO-integratingequations (r, or the rank of 8(r) in equation 2.15) fcorn the
nurnber of series being examined (Benson et aL 1994). In equation 2.15,

Zis a vector of

CO-integratingequations. The rank of Z,is equal to the number of price series king
exarnined for CO-integration.For this study, two price senes are exarnined in each
Johansen test king conducted, therefore Z is a 2 X 1 vector in each case. In equation
2.15, k is quai to the number of hg periods included in the anaiysis (Mohanty et aL,

1996):

AZ, = L a j ~ ~ +I O- (j T ) Z ~+-E~, .

FoIiowing through on the discussion by Benson et ai. (1994), rejection of the
hypothesis of r qua1 to zero would imply fewer cornmon trends than the number of senes
king exarnined, and would provide some evidence of CO-integration. Mohanty et ai.

(1 996) ais0 note that the hypothesis of CO-integrationwould also be rejected if r was equd

to the rank of & (this would irnply no common trends between the series king examineci).
As the rank of & is 2 for di CO-integrationtests conducted in this snidy, these test will
provide evidence of CO-integrationbetween prices in Acre and prices in Parana if r is

found to be greater than zero but Iess than two.

I

Table 2.1: Chi-Square Goodness-Of-Fit Tests For Prices Distributions In Pedro
Peixoto
I
Theoreticai Distribution
Calcuiated x2 Statistic
Comodity
1

Truncated Nomal

Rice*

1

1

Rice

Corn*
Corn
- -

-

Beans*

1

21.4

Truncated Normal

6.8

Lognormal

18.9

-

Triangular

Corn

1

Triangular

8.3

1

Tnincated Normal

1

7.6

Beans

Lognormal

24.9

Beans

Triangular

31.2

Milk*

Truncated Normal

12.2

BeeP

Truncated Normal

10.8

BeeP

Lognormal

14.3

Beef

Triangular

17.8

B razil-nut

Truncated Normal

35.6

Brazil-nut*

Lognomal

12.6

B razil-nut

Triangular

21.3

Coffee*

Truncaîed Normal

8.2

Coffee

1

Lognormal

1

27.6

Coffee

Triangular

35.4

Banana*

Truncated Nomal

6.0

*Signifiant at a 95% confidence Level. The aiticai f value is 15.5 at a confidence level of 95%
Source: Caiculaîed fkom EMATAR (unpublished)

Table 2.2: Calculated AIC Values January 1992 Through JuIy 1994
Commodity

Lag 1

Lag 2

Lag 3

Lag 4

hg5

Lag 6

R k e Acre**

2.17

2.26

2.0 1"

2.29

2.34

2.2 1

Corn Acre**

1.61

1.71

1.48*

1.51

1.63

1.73

Beans Acre**

5.19

5.28

5.04*

5.08

5.16

5.29

Beef Acre**

2-46

2.52

2.42*

2.53

2.60

2.72

Coffee Acre*"

-3.27

-4.15*

-4.09

-4.12

-4.01

-3.89

Rice Parani***

0.30

0.20

O, 19*

0-20

0.31

0.41

CornParanB***

-1.00

- 1.27

- 1 -32*

-1.28

- 1.27

- 1.30

Beans Paran&***

2.38

2.45"

2.5 1

2.46

2.56

2.70

Beef Parana***

1.5 1

1-42

1,35*

1.39

1.51

1.54

-2.69

-2.56

L

Coffee Parana*** -2.83"
-2.73
-2.75
-2.77
* Indicates minimum AiC value and optimal number of hg periods
** Calculated fiom EMATAR (unpublished)
***Calculateci fiom Secretaria da Agricultura (various)

.

Table 2.3: Calculated AIC Values August 1994 Tbrough July 1997

Commodity

h g1

Lag 2

Lag 3

Lat? 4

Lag 5

Lag 6

Rice Acre**

0.63

0.54

0.43

0135*

0.48

0.53

Corn Acre**

-0.0 1

-0.02

-0.02

-0.2 1*

-0.03

-0.09

Beans Acre**

2.77*

2.87

2.98

2.95

3.06

3.19

Beef Acre**

-0.03

-0.02

-0.14

-0-28*

-0.22

-0.12

Coffee Acre**

-2.03

-2.16

-2.4 1

-2.7 1*

- 1.76

- 1.70

Rice Parana***

- 1.28

-1.31

-1.24

- 1.40

- 1.O4

Corn Parand***

- 1-34

- 1.45

- 1.56

- 1.52*
- 1.57*

- 1.48

- 1.35

Beans Paran&***

2.47

2.52

1.92

1.78*

1.91

2.04

Beef Paran&***

1.36

0.66

0.56

0.52"

0.66

1.42

-3 .O5

-2.99

v

-3.12*
-3.04
CoffeeParanii*** -3.00
-3.05
* Indicates minimum AIC value and optimal number of hg penods
** Calculated kom EMATAR (unpublished)
***Calculateci fiom Secretaria da Ag.ricultura (various)

t

Table 2.4: Dicky-Fuller Test Results, First Differenced Prices January 1992 thmugh
July 1997
1

Cornmodity

Dicky-Fuller Test S tatistic

Acre Rice**

-4.5*

1

Acre Corn**

1

-5.7*

I

Acre Beans**

I

-4.3*

Acre BeeP*

1

Acre Coffee**

-4.2*

1

-3.5*

- -

Parana Coffee***

* Significant at a 95% Confidence h v e l .

-3.3*
At a 95% Confidence Levet the Critical Value is -2.9

** Calculateci fiom EMATAR (unpublished)
***Calculateci Born Secretaria da Agricultura (various)

Figure 2.1: First Degree Stochastic Dominance Hypothetical Example
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Figure 2.2: Second Degree Stochastic Dominance Hypothetical Example
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3.0

Annuai Srnail Landholder Roduction and Its Value
This chapter introduces the physicai environment found in the Pedro Peixoto

project. This is foilowed by a review of the production practices of srnail landholders in
the region, and a description of their typical annuai ag-icultural production. The estirnate
of annual production is combineci with price distributions t hrough simulation analysis (as

outlined in the previous chapter) to denve a stochastic estimate of the value of annual
agricultural production. This estimate is then compared to the annual minimum wage, and
the World Bank's poverty line estirnate.

3.1

ProductionEnvironment

This section gives the reader a brief o v e ~ e wof the production environment for
small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto project in order to provide context to discussions
that will foilow in later sections.

3.1.1

Soi1 Environment - General
Seventy-five percent of the soils in the Amazon region are classified as Oxisols and

Ultisols. Both Oxisols and Wtisols tend to be acidic. Oxisok can be describeci as deep,
well-drained red or yellow soils, low in naturai fertility, with a high clay content. These
soik usuaiiy have a highly stable granular smicture, which facilitates the w o r h g of the
soil (Sanchez, 1976). The granular nature of these soils also allows for adequate
development of the plant root systerns. The structure of Oxisols is stable, and does no t
quickly deteriorate under cultivation or due to heavy rains. Oxisols drain well, and aliow

for easy penetration of rainf" However, due to the granular nature of the soi1 structure,
they also are susceptible to drought (Greenland. 1979). Oxisols are generally located in
areas with little slope, but not subject to flooding (Sanchez, 1976).

Ultisols have been described as deep well drained red or yeiio w soils, 10 w native
fertility, with fewer desirable physical properties than Oxisols. Like Oxisok, these soils
tend to be acidic. The difference in soii structure is due to a lower clay content (Sanchez,
1976). Because of the less desirable soil structure, these soils are often more nifficuft to
cultivate. The lower clay content of these soik also means that their ability to hold water
is lower than Oxisols, and they are more susceptible to drought (Greeniand, 1979).
Ultisols often have course topsoii, which increases the risk of erosion. These soils are also

more prone to compaction problem than Oxisols. Ultisols are often found on the edge of
gentle slopes, and are frequently next to Oxisois (Sanchez, 1976).

3.1.2 Soil Production Constraints - General
Nitrogen is the nutrient that most commonly lirnits yield potential (Sanchez, 1976).
Because nitrogen is a highly soluble compound, it is susceptible to leaching caused by the
high amounts of rainfall found in the Amazon region (de Boot et al, 1979). The vast

rnajority of soils in the Arnazon region (90%) also suffer fiom a deficiency in
phosphorous. Aluminium toxicity is the next most cornmon constraint to plant growth.
This constraint occurs in the acidic soik (73% of Amazon soils) (Sanchez et ai., 1982).

Cation exchange capacity is another important rneasure of soil quality. Cations
refer to positively charged plant nutrients such as, calcium, rnagnesium, or potassium

Cation exchange capacity is a rneasure of a soii's abiiity to absorb and hold essential plant
nutrients. A soi1 with a Iow cation exchange capacity will have fewer available nutrients
than a surlllar soi1 with a higher cation exchange capacity (Brady, 1984). As previously
mentioned, rnost soils in the Amazon region tend to be acidic. This is an important factor
when cation exchange capacity is considered. Cation exchange capacity decreases as soil

pH declines. That is, the ability of a soil to hold available nutrients declines with pH levels
(Brady, 1984). This has important implications for the native fertiiity of the soi1 and the
effectiveness of supplernental fertikers. If supplernental fertilizers are added to soils with
low cation exchange capacity, a large portion of the added nutrients will not be absorbed

by the soil and will not be avaiiable for plant growth. Beyond king unavailable for plant
growth, the unabsorbed portion of the supplernental fertilizer wül be subject to leaching
(Brady, 1984). Given the high volume of rainfall in the Arnazon region, this has
signincant implications for the effectiveness of supplemental fertikers. According to
Sanchez et ai. (1982), approxirnately 15%of soils in the Amazon region suf5er e o m a low
effective cation exchange capacity. The addition of limestone, or another basic
compound, can increase the effective cation exchange capacity of soils (Brady 1984).
However. Sanchez et aL ( 1982) suggest that the addition of limestone to Amazon soils
with low cation exchange capacity rnay negatively affect other soi1 properties.
HistoricaUy, laterite formation or the development of a hard inipexmeable iayer of
soil has been cited as one of the major constraints to agriculture in the Amazon region
(Sanchez, 1976). However, only about 4 percent of the soik in the Amazon region are
subject to latente formation (Sanchez et al. 1982).

The productivity of tropical soils may decline under continuous production, even if
supplementary fertilizers are available (Lal, 1979). This is due, in part, to a deterioration

of soil physical properties under cultivation (La1979, Sanchez, 1976). Because of
cultivation, the soil particles break down into smaller particles. This decreases the rate at
which water can fiow through the soii, which in tum reduces plants' ability to retrieve
nuûients, and increases the susceptibility of the soi1 to erosion. The rate of deterioration

in soi1structure is dependant (among Other factors) on the type of s o i For example, the
aggregate particles found in Oxisols are more stable than the aggregate particles found in

Ultisols (Sanchez, 1976). Therefore, continuous cultivation will have a greater irripact on
Ultisols than Oxisols. Management practices that reduce tillage can reduce the rate of
degradation of soil physical properties, and improve on the soil's fertility (Lal, 1979). The
use of agicultural systerns, such as intercropping, that protect the soil from the impact of

f&g

rain can also reduce the rate of soil structure decomposition (Sanchez, 1976).

3.1.3

Soi1 Production Constraints - Pedro Peixoto

The International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) and Empressa Brasileira
de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (EMBRAPA) conducted socioeconomic surveys in the

governrnent directed senlement project of Pedro Peixoto during 1994 and 1996. The
location of each agrïcultural lot included in the survey was plotted on soii survey maps of
the Pedro Peixoto project to classify the soil types found in the survey sample. It was

found that Oxisols are the soils most comrnonly found in the project.

The soil types found in the project were ais0 grouped into classes, based on the
primary consaaint to agiculrural production. It was found that 35% of the soils in the

survey region have a single constraint to agricultural production, fertility. Fiy-one

percent of the soils in the Pedro Peixoto survey region have fertility and dope as the
prirnary soil constrahts to production. Nine percent of the soils in the s w e y region have

poor drainage as the primary soü constraht to production and 5 percent of the soils in the
survey region have a severe slope, usuaiIy combined with fertüity, as the prirnary soils
constraint to agriculNaI production.

3.1.4

Production Practices
Fujisaka et al. (1995) have ako used the results of the survey of the Pedro Peixoto

settlement project A surnrnary of the findings by Fujisaka et ai. (1995) provide an
overview of the farming practices in the area. The government settlement project of
Pedro Peixoto covers 370,000 ha. The land was divided into approximately 3,700 parcels
of land and distributed to about 3,200 families. The climate in the Pedro Peixoto can be
classeci as warm and humid, with an average temperature of about 24 C, and annual
rainfali of approxirnately 2,000 na

The majority of small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto project practice a form of
slash-and-bum agriculture. Sanchez (1976) gives a detailed description of the sMting
cultivation (or slash-and-burn) cycle. Tradition d y producers that practice slash-and- burn
agriculture clear a srnall area of forest, burn the residue, and simultaneously plant several
crops. Often higher nutrient dernanding crops, such as rice, are planteci irnmediately after

clearing, foiiowed by less dernanding crops such as cassava Crops are typicdy grown in
a sequence that mimics forest regrowth, with each crop becoming successively taiier (e.g.,
cassava foilowed by plantains). Plots are abandoned when yields decline belo w acceptable
leveis (due to weed infestations or declining fernlity for example). This typically occurs

two to three years &ter the plot has been cleared. The plot is then Iefi fallow and retums
to native vegetation.
The slash-and-bum production system depends upon the forest as a source of
nutrients for crops. Nutrients bound in organic rnatter are released and made available for
crop production in the ash when the forest is cleared and bmed. During the faiiow
periods the forest is aiiowed to regenerate, restoring the stock of nutrients avaüable for
crop production. In studies conducted in Aaica it was found that forest growing on an
Ultisol base wiii restore the depleted nutrients in about eight years (as noted by Sanchez
( 1976) this schedule may differ slightly under dinerent growing conditions).

Sirniiarly, in

work conducted in the eastern Brazilian Amazon, near Paragominas in the state of Para,
-

Buschbacher and Uhl(1988) discovered that the majority of nutrients had been restored

after eight years.
Sanchez (1976) notes that this cycle is sustainable as long as the fallow penod is
sufnciently long enough to allow nutrient regeneration. However, productivity usualiy

falis rapidly, with most plots no longer producing annual crops one to three years after
clearing. Therefore, this type of production system requires continual clearing to maintain
production Ievels. If srnall holders atternpt to extend the cropping period, the rate of
forest regrowth upon abandonment will be slower and the required fdow penod will be

longer. Shortening the fUow period will release fewer nutrients upon reclearing and may
result in slower forest regrowth in subsequent f d o w periods.
Srnall landholders in the Pedro Peixoto cultivate lands cleared of prirnary forest for
approximately two years. Rice is the annual crop planted most kequently in the first year
after clearing. Rice is generally not grown foliowing this fÏrst planting. Other annual
crops, such as corn, are sown after the rice has been planted (Fujisaka et aL, 1995) (often
in conjunction with the rice crop). intercropping, or the practice of sirnultaneously
growing more than one crop in the sarne area, is a practice fkequently used in the Amazon
region (Sanchez, 1976). The 1994 survey does not estirnate the degree to which
intercropping is used in the Pedro Peixoto project, however, preiïminary results fiom a
similar survey conducted in the region in 1996 show 58% of respondents practised

intercropping.
After annual crop production, a mjority (approximately 66%) of the srnail
landholders in the suxvey convert the land into pasture. Srnail landholders in Pedro
Peixoto most comrnonly planted three species of Brachiaria, Bruchiana brizanta,
Brachiaria decumbenr, and Brachiaria hwnilicola, in land converted to pasture. Most
srnaii landholders in the settlement project bumed their pastures annuaily. The average
stocking rate in 1994 was 1.2 head per ha (Witcover et ai., 1996). As will be discussed in
later sections of this chapter, pasture products ( r d k and beef) compose a large portion of
the value of small landholders agriculture production.
Approximately 1/3 of the land (that area not converted to pasture) is converted to
fallow after annual crop production. Srnaii landholders in the Pedro Peixoto project

generaily leave the land fkllow for approximately 2 H years. Then fallow land is recleared
and used for annuai crop production. following a production pattern sirnilar to newly
cleared land (Fujisaka et al, 1995). The f d o w penod is less than optirnai. Survey
respondents indicatcd that they would prefer to leave their land fallow kom four to six
years (Witcover. 1996). This period is much closer to the optimal time fiarne of
approxirnately eight years identifid by Sanchez ( 1976).

3.2

Sample Production Basket
This work uses primary production data gathered by IFPRI / EMBRAPA during

1994. A review of these data can be found in Witcover et ai. (1996). The data were

gathered throug h surveys of small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto government-dira ted
settlernent project in the state of Acre, BraziL An o v e ~ e wof the survey rnethodology
and a sample of the survey has been published as a working paper by Witcover and Vosti
( 1996). The survey was given to approximately 90 households in the Pedro Peixoto

project, nom August 29, 1994 through September 3, 1994 (Witcover and Vosti, 1996).

Besides the published data, this study will also use survey data that have not yet b e n
published.
Price variation will be exarnined in cornrnodities that have a rnedian production
greater than zero in 1994 (rice, corn, beans, ndk, beef. and Brazii-nut). Median area in
production (Table 3.1) has been multiplieci by median yield (Table 3.2) to denve
production estimates (Table 3.3).

For each commodity, yield and area estimates have been derived fiom sub-samples
of the 1994 survey. For a given commodity, aLl producers in the Pedro Peixoto s w e y
that had area dedicated to that particular commodity are included in the sub-sample. This
includes producers that reported land area in that crop but did not report production.
Producers with zero production were included in the subsample to take into account the
possibility of production failure. Producers in the Pedro Peixoto sample that did not have
land area dedicated to a particular commodity were not included in the subsample. For
example, if a producer reported having land planted in rice and corn, but not beans, their
survey responses would be included in the subsample for rice and corn, but not beans. If
the same producer reported that no rice was harvested (due to insect infestation for
example), their survey responses would still be included in the sub-sample used to
generate the estimate of rice yield.
The distributions for area and production per area are skewed to the right (Table
3.1 and 3.2). Consequently, rnedian yields and areas are used as the indicator of central

tendency to reduce the impact of unusual producers found in the nght-hand tail of the area

and production distributions.

Median yields for rice, corn, and beans, are siniilar but below other estimates for
the state of Acre. For example, LBGE-DIPEQ-Acre (1996) has estirnated the foliowing
rnedian state yields (per hectare) for 1996: 1,2IO kg of rice, 1,261, of corn, and 58 1 kg
beans. In quoting official statistics, Cunha and Sawyer (1997) give the foilowing yields
(per hectare) for 1995 in the north of Brazil: 900 kg of rice, 900 kg, of corn and 700 kg
of beans. This is compared with s w e y estimates of median yields: 900 kg of rice, 737 kg

of corn, and 36 1 kg of beans. The difference between the median yield estirnates in Table
3.2 and the other yield estimates may be due to the inclusion of larger f a m in the official

results. These farms have greater access to credit and iniproved technology than small
landholders in Pedro Peixoto. As a result, larger f a m may have a higher yield potentiaL
No comparable alternative statistics were found for the number of kg of Brazil-nuts
extracted annually fkom forest reserves.
Estimates of annual rniik production have been derived fkom the survey in a
slightly different rnanner. Reliable estimates of the number of lactation days are not
available fiom the survey results. The average number of lactation days would be

required to estirnate milk production kom dairy herd size. Estirnates of rnedian milk
production (Table 3.4) in the rainy and dry season are derived fiom srnall landholders'
estimates of daily production. As with the annual crops, the production distribution for
milk is skewed to the right (Table 3.4). Again, rnedian production is used as the estirnate
of central tendency to reduce the influence of production in the nght-hand tail of the

distribution.

From the 1994 survey, median production in the dry season was 2 liaes/lactating
cow per day. Median production in the wet season was 3 iitres/iactating cow per day.

Dividing the daily median production in Table 3.4 by the iitres per cow per day yields an
estimate of 2.5 lactating cows in the dry season and 3.3 lactating cows during the wet
season (or an average of three lactating cows for the entire year).
Again estimates of daily production are simiiar but belo w other estimates of milk

production in the region. For example, EMATER / EMBRAPA (1980) estimate that

average regional production fiom unimproved pasture is approximately 4 litres per
i a c t a ~ gcow / day. For milk production there is another reason, beyond the potential
difference between small and large farmers previously mentioned, for the dEe~ence
between mük production as estimated in Table 3.4 and other estimates in the region.
Some smaii iandholders will not have access to dairy processors (Famuiow and Vosti,
1998). This is especially true during the rainy season when road infiastructure

detenorates. During times when access to markets is restricted, it is k e l y that these
farrners wifl only harvest enough niillc to supply their f d y needs (or perhaps their
neighbours), and aliow the remainder to be consurned by calves. This will reduce both the

g penod.
harvest period, and the average production d u ~ this
Estimates of beef production are also extracted fiom the survey differently than the
annual crops. For beef production, estimating the m u a i increase in animal size is
important. This method was chosen over estimating the number of animals sold in each

year to account for srnall landholders who are increasing their herd size. Other studies in
the Arnazon region have shown that the srnd landholders generally avoid selling fernale
calves that are kept to replenish and increase the herd (Faminow et aL, 1998). The belief
that some producers may be increasing their herd size is also consistent with the large
increases in the size of the Arnazon herd experienced over ment history ( F h o w ,

1997).
Rom the 1994 survey, it has been estimated that the median herd size in Pedro
Peixoto is 13 animals. Deteminhg the age composition of the herd accurately fiom the
survey is not possible. However, Farninow et aL (1998) found that approxirnately 50

percent of the ernerging cattle herd was composed of anirnals in growth stages. It should
be noted that this work was conducted in a dinerent region of the Arnazon and may be

viewed as an approximation for Pedro Peixoto herd. B a d on this approximation, 6.5
animais of the rnedian herd in Pedro Peixoto are in the growth phase. According to

Valentim (1989) these animais gain at an average rate of 90 kg per year on unimproved
pasture. Based on these estirnates, a herd of 13 animals will gain 585 kg per year. The
c o m o n masurement unit of dressed meat in the region is an moba. One arroba is qua1
to 30 kg of live weight. Therefore, based on the above assumptions, a herd of 13 aninials

wiil gain 20 arroba per year.

The estimate of annual beef production is similar to other estimates of production
kom unimproved pastures in the A m o n . Faminow (1998) presents an average annual
herd growth of 24 to 27 kgnia f?om natural grasses in the state of Par& From the 1994
s w e y srnail Iandholders in the Pedro Peixoto project have an average of 18 ha of pasture
(Witcover et al., 1996). Using the statistics nom Par& this translates into an annual gain
of 440 to 490 kg (live weight per year). The estimates of herd growth fiom unimproved
pastures are weU below the estimates of herd growth fkom improved pastures. For
example, statistics fkom experhental f a m in Par4 place annual gains between 161 and
181 kg per animal,and estirnates fiom plantcd pastures in Par6 place annual gains between

52 and 68 kg/ha (this translates into a growth rate between 950 kg and 1,240 kg per
animal per year on 18 hectares of pasture) (Faminow, 1998).

In su-,

the example 1994 production basket for srnall fanners in Pedro

Peixoto is: 2,180 kg of nce, 1,780 kg of corn, 720 kg of beans, 798-kg of Br&-nuts,

2,900 Litres of rnilk, and 600 kg (live weight) of beef (20 arroba). To give an indication of
how weii this production basket represents srnall landholders in Pedro Peixoto, 4-06of
smaU landholders in the srirvey produced all six commodities in the sample production
basket during 1994 and more than 80% of srnd landholders in survey produced between
four and six of the commodities found in the sample production basket.

3.3

Price Variability
Robison and Bany (1987) d e h e risky circurnstances as "uncertain events whose

outcornes dter a decision makers weli-being" (Robison and Barry, 1987). This definition
unquestionably appiies to commodity prïces.
Frice uncertainty may alter a producer's production decisions. The degree to
which price uncertainty a£Eectsproduction decisions is directly related to producer's ability
to predict future pnce changes (Robison and Bany, 1987). Therefore, differences in price
uncertainty rnay help explain smaii landholders' production decisions.

3.3.1 Prices - Collection
Prices for the various commodities examined have been collecteci fiom the
Braziüan extension agency (Empresa de Assistência Técnica e Extensiio Rural or

EMATER) in the state of Acre. Prices were coiiected for ail commodities included in the
1994 sample production basket. The price series for each cormodity begins in 1992 and

carries through to July 1997 (Table 3.5).

Some caution is required when using the EMATER price series (Faminow et al.,

1998). The sampling methods used by EMATER may not always be scientific and the data
collection is not continuous. However, the EMATER price senes is the most
comprehensive pnce series available for these cormodities in this region.

AU prices have k e n de5ted using an intemal general price index collecteci firom
the Fundaçiio Getulio Vargas. The deflator is a national weighted index of wholesale
prices (60%), consumer prices (30%), and construction prices (10%)(Fundaçiio Getulio

Vargas, 1994).

EMATER coilects the pnce information on a local leveL The pnce senes
presented are averages of the local districts that make up the municipalities of Pucido de
Castro and Rio Branco (Table 3.5). These are the markets that srnall landholders in Pedro
Peixoto will be most likely to deliver their cornrnodities.
The price senes for Brazil-nut is an exception. Averaging the prices for the local
districts did not yield an adequate number of observations. More than haif of the
observations nom 1992 through Jdy 1997 were misshg for the two-municipdty average.
Consequently the Brazil-nut price senes is based on an average for the state of Acre.
However, based on the Limited data for the municipalities of Pedro Peixoto and PUcido de

Castro, and on conversations with EMBRAPA / R R I , and EMATER researchers, it is
believed that the statewide average prices for Brazil-nut n o d y exceed the Pedro
Peixoto price. One explanation given for this price difference is the existence of producer
cooperatives in other regions in the state. These cooperatives may increase the market
power of producers when deaiing with the single purchaser of B r d - n u t s in the region-

To more accurately reflect the price received by the srnaii landholder in Pedro Peixoto, the
state average pnce for Br&-nut has k e n multiplieci by a factor of 0.65 (Table 3.5). The
adjustrnent factor was determinai through a simple linear regression comparison of the
two price series (r-square of 0.37)and discussions with EMATER and EMBRAPA
researchers. Sensitivity analysis has been conducted using different adjustrnent factors.
The results of the sensitivity analysis are displayed following the simulation of expected
rems.

3.3.2

Prices - GeneralDescription
From the coefficients of variation (Table 3.5) it can be seen that srnail landhoIders

in Pedro Peixoto face a high degree of pnce variation. The degree of price variation for
the cornrnodities in the typical production basket is higher than for other regions of BrazL
For example, for all prices that were available for comparkon, the coefficient of variation

is lower in the southem state of Parana In Parana during the sarne period (January 1992
through July 1997) the coefficient of variation for nce was 1246, 2 1% for beans, 15% for
corn, and 15% for beef (Secretaria da Agriculhira, monthly). The coefficients of variation
in the Pedro Peko to project are similar to other findings in rurai States outside of the

southern region. For example, Araujo (1995) found coefficients of variation of 25% for
rice and corn in the north east of BraziL
The coefncient of variation also is usefd in cornparhg price variation (the source
of pnce risk) inherent in prices of different comdities. The d e p of pnce variation is

lowest for beef and milk, followed by rice, corn, beans, and Br&-nut respectively (Table

3.5). As pnce variation is the source of pnce risk (Young, l984), by this masure beef
and ndk have the lowest degree of pnce risk, while Brazil-nut has the highest degree of
priçe risk.
Howevër, as discussed in Chapter Two, price trends may represent a predictable
source of price variation. Trends have been removed fYom the price series through k s t
differencing. This isolates the random variation in prices fiom one rnonth to the next.
The coefficient of variation £iom the de-trended pnce senes shows the sarne ranking as the

original data That is, the lowest degree of price risk is found in beef, followed by milk,
corn, nce, beans, and Brazil-nut respectively (Table 3.5). However, removing the trends

inmeases the dinerences between commodities. If the commodities are grouped by land
use, it cm be seen that the degree of random price variation is lowest for commodities

derived from Pasture, followed by annual crops, and is highest for the cornmodity
extracted from forest reserves.
Price variation is higher than variation generally found on North American
cornmodity exchanges. Table 3.6 compares price volatility for three different cases: the
Chicago Board of trade, Paran6 and the municipalities of PMcido de Castro and Pedro
Peixoto. On January 30, 1998, the Chicago Board of trade listed the volatüity for March
wheat at 22'31,March oats at 27%, March soybeans at 18%and March Soybean rneal at

20% (www.cimt.com). The price volatility for the cornrnodities in the typical production
basket is: 83% for rice, 65% for corn, 99% for beans, 68% for milk, 49% for beef and

700% for Brazil-nut. Similar to the case of the coefficient of variation, price volatility is

much higher for prices in the Pedro Peixoto project than for the same comrnodities in the

state of Parana.
Given the high degree of price variabiüty, a discussion of r e m s fkom agricultural

production c m not only focus on the mean returns, or expected value. Variation around
the rnean must &O be considered. if a range of probable outcornes is considered, and not
just the most probable outcome (Le., the expected value) farmers can make better planing
decisions. and allocate their resources more efficiently (Sonka and Patrick, 1984). In this
study, price variation is incorporated into estimates of gross r e t m from the sample
production basket through the use of spreadsheet simulation models.

3.4

Simulation - Pnces ~ o 1992
m through 1997
A simulation mode1 for annual srnail landholder gross retums has been constnicted

using the sample production basket and pnces fiorn 1992 through 1997, following the
procedures outlined in Chapter Two.
As outhed in Chapter Two, correlations between the various prices rnay impact
the simulation results. The various price series were tested for correlations. The

significance of the correlations was tested using a Z test, as outlined in Walpole and
Mayers (1972). At a 95% significance level the critical region for the Z test is - 1.96
through 1-96. If the calcuhted Z statistic fails outside this region the hypothesis that there

is significant correlation between two pnces (Walpole and Myers, 1972). It was found,
that fiom January 1992 through Jdy 1997 the price of rice was significantly correlated
with the price of corn and Brazil-nut, and the price of niilk was correlated with the pnce

of beans and negatively correlated with the pnce of corn (Table 3.7). The correlations
between rice and corn and between rice and beef have been integrated into the simulation
model to yield realistic results (Walker and Helmers, 1984).
As described in Chapter two, the stabiiity (or convergence) of the simulation

model was monitored. As the percentage change (between iterations) in every £%th
percentile, the percentage change Ui the mean, and the percentage change in the standard
deviation were below 1.5%. the simulation model can be considered stable (Pallisade,

1997).

3.4.1

SimulationResults

Annual value of agicultural production. as estimated through the simulation
process, is given in Table 3.8. Two standard deviations below and above the rnean gives a

range for gross returns from the sample production basket of R$2,208 to R$3,824
annualiy. In 1995 the World Bank estimated (World Bank, 1997) the Brazilian poverty
h e to be 1,104 1996 Reais for the average household of 4.5 individuals. The estimated
value of the sample production basket falls above the World Bank's poverty Iine estirnate.
The estirnated value of annual production is also above the minimum wage, which in 1994

averaged approximately $R 1,200 (Fundaçiio Getulio Vargas, 1994, unpublished). No te
that the estimated annual return is above the annual incorne fiom off farm labour even if it
is assumed that the average famiiy earns two minimum wages per year. This does not
infer that small landholders that produce these connnodities are not poor. It s w l y shows
that they are better off than the poorest residents of Br&

Evidence exists of a

downward trend in prices, which rnay move producers of the sample production basket
closer to the poverty line. This issue will be addressed in the next chapter.
The coefficient of variation for gross retums is below the coefficient of variation
for any single price series (Table 3.5 and 3.8). Increasing the number of cornrnodities in
the production basket decreases the risk associated with the variability in the price of any
one commodity. This is the same effect as a diversified investment portfolio. Producers
of a number of dBerent commodities face lower price risk than a producer who chose to

specialize in the production of only one commodity (Robison and B a q , 1987).

3.4.2

Relative Cornrnodity Importance
Evaluated at rnean levels, milk and beef form a large portion of small farmers gross

retum fkom agricuitural production (Table 3.9) at 35 percent and 16 percent respectively.
Combining the percentage of revenue fiom ndk and beef show that Pasture products
contribute 51 percent of the value of the sample production basket. This fkding is
consistent with Araujo (1995) who discovered a negative reiationship between price

variation and the quantity produced in the northeast of BraziL

Beans are the next most important commodity, generating 17 percent of the value
of the sample production basket. Beans are followed in importance by, rice at 16 percent
of value and corn at 10 percent of value. Annual crop production accounts for 43 percent
of the value of the sample production basket. The remaining 5 percent of the sample
production basket's value is derived fiom the extraction of Br&-nuts £kom forest
reserves.

Several dBerent ongoing factors, market integration for example, may be affecthg
commodity prices. Evidence of changes occurring in comrnodity pnces may be seen by
viewing graphs of the dinerent pnce series such as presented in Chapter Four where a
more in-depth Look at comrnodity prices is taken, in order to leam if prices are changing
over time and to detect if these changes have had a positive or negative impact on the
value of the saniple cornrnodity basket

3.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Brd-nut prices used in the simulations have k e n adjusted to reflect perceived
differences between the average state price and the price received by Pedro Peixoto
producers. The sensitivity of sirnulated expected returns to changes in the adjustrnent
factor has been tested by changing the adjustment factor and repeating the simulation of
expected retums. Three alternative adjustment factors were tested: 0.45,0.85, and no
adjustment (Le., and adjustment factor of I)
The results of the simulations using the dinerent adjustment factors for Brazil-nut

are simüar to the simulated expected return using the adjustment factor of 0.65. Using an
adjustment of 0.45 the mean expected gross retum was R$2,960with a standard
deviation of R$389. Using an adjustment factor of 0.85 the rnean expected gross return

was R$3,039widi a standard deviation of R$400. Ushg no adjustment factor yields a
mean expected gross retum of R$3,063 with a standard deviation of $R 410.
The expected gross returns using the alternative adjustment factors for BraP1-nut
all lead to expected returns that are within one standard deviation of the expected r e m

using an adjustment factor of 0.65. That is. sirnulateci expected returns are not sensitive to
the tested changes in the adjustment factor for BraPL-nut prices.

3.4

Seasonality
Sorne of the commodity prices rnay have seasonal variations. These seasonal

variations may affect the value of production for sorne small holders in the Pedro Peixoto
settiement project. Some srnd holders may, for cash flow reasons, be forced to seli their
surplus c o m d i t i e s immediately after harvest, when pnces may be depressed. Some

srnail land holders, especidy producers near the end of developed roads, may have
restricted marketing opportunities due to road conditions during the rainy season. Other
srnaii landholders may have the opportunity to store their surplus production in order to

capture prices during high price seasons. The following sections examine pnces for the
commodities in the typical production basket for evidence of seasonality, and simulate the
impacts of marketing production during low and high pnce seasons.

3.4.1

Evidenceofseasonality
Foiiowing procedures outlined by Schwager (1995) a pnce seasondity index was

constnicted for each of the commodity found in the typical production basket. The
seasonal index is calculateci as foilows: (1) an average price is cdcuiated for each year, (2)
each monthiy pnce is expressed as a percentage of the average yearly pnce (Le., actual
monthly price divided by yearly average p h ) , (3) the seasonal index for each month is

calculated as the man (fkom January 1992 through Iuly 1997) of the rnonthly percentages
calcuiated in step two.
For m u a i crops (nce, corn, and beans) the price index peaks in the penods pnor
to the harvest season and troughs in the penods following the harvest period (Figures 3.1
rhrough 3.3). Generally, the low price months also correspond with the dry season (May
through September) and the high price months correspond with the rainy season (October
through April). These results are no t surprising, as prices are expected to fall as additional
product becornes available d e r harvest, and expected to rise as the quantity supplied
declines due to reduced avaiIab1e stocks as weii as reduced access to market (market
access will be reduced for some srnd landholders during the rainy season due to road
detenoration). Confirmation that seasonal price trends for the annual crops follow
economic theory verifies, at least to some degree, the reliability of the price data. If, for
example, it was found that prices peaked just after harvest with no accompanying market
explanation (e.g., a peak in the quantity dernanded during the same penod) the reliability
of the data couid be brought into question.
Monthly price indices for rnillr and beef (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) also display results
that are consistent with economic theory. Unlike the annual aops, mik and beef do not
have a distinctive harvest season. As expected mik and beef prices do not show the same
degree of seasonality as annual crops (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). However, miik and beef do
show some seasonality, with prices increasing during the rainy season and decreasing
during the dry season. Again, this result is expected as market access declines during the
rainy season due to declinuig road conditions.

B r d - n u t prices peak during September and October (Figure 3.6). Based on
discussions with EMBRAPA researchers, ahost ali of the Brazii-nuts rnarketed in Acre
are exported outside of Brazd, and the price of Brazil-nuts in the state is dependant upon
world demand for nuts and world price cycles. This is consistent with Richardson (1995)
who indicates that only 5% of the annual B r d - n u t harvest rernains in Brazil. Richardson
( 1995) also discovered sirniiar seasonal prices, with peaks occurring during the October

-

November period which he attributes to seasonal peaks in the quantity of nuts demanded
on the world market due to holiday nut demand.

Figures 3.1 through 3.6 dernonstrate that prices for annual crops includexi in the
typical production basket (rice, corn. and beans) as weU as pnces for Brazil-nut show the
greatest degree of seasonality. The following two sections will simulate the impacts of
marketing these products during the peak prices penods as weli as the impact of
marketing these products during the low pnce penods.

3.4.2

Simulation Results - Impact of Marketings During Peak Price Periods
S o m producers in the Pedro Peixoto setdernent project rnay be able to taise

advantage of the high portion of the seasonal price cycle for annual crops and Brazii-nuts.
In order to sirnulate this possibility, the simulations conducted in section 3.4 have been

repeated, using average pnces and standard deviations (across ali years of data) (Table
3.1 1) fiom the three months showing the highest seasonal index for nce, corn, beans, and
Brazil-nut. From Table 3.10 it cm be seen that the months of November, December, and

Ianuary are the peak months for rice and corn, while the peak months for beans are

March, April and May. For Brazil-nut the peak months are August. September, and
October.
Comparing the simulation results using peak prices periods (Table 3.12) with the
simulation results using ali prices (Table 3.8) shows that the expected incorne increases by
7% if srnail landholder can capture peak pnce penods. However, kom observing Table

3.8 and 3.12, it c m be seen that the expected returns generated using prices throughout
the entire year are within one standard deviation of the expected retums generated using
peak price periods. This @Lies that small landholders who are able to capture peak pnce
periods will not receive a signincantly different expected r e t m nom producers that
market their products evenly through the entire year.

3.4.3 Simulation Results - lmpact of Marketings During Low Price Periods
Due to cash flow requirements and due to road deterioration during the rainy
season, some producers in the Pedro Peixoto settlernent project may be forcexi to market
their surplus production during low price penods. Similar to section 3.5.2, expected

returns have k e n sirnuiated using Iow price periods. From Table 3.10 it can be seen that
the lowest three-month period for rice is March through May, May through July for corn,
August through October for Beans, and November through January for Brazil-nut.
Expected retums have k e n simulated using the average prices and standard
deviations for these periods (Table 3.13). The results (Table 3.14) show a 9% deche in
expected retum fiom the simulations conducted in section 3.4 (Table 3.8). However, as

with the simulations using peak pnce periods, expected retums from the low prices

periods are within one standard deviation of expected retums generated using the compete
time series. This inplies that srnaii iandholders who are forced to market their products
during low pnce periods will not receive a signiiicantly dinerent r e m fiom producers
that market their product evenly through the entire year.

3.5

Summary of Results - Chapter Three
The foiIowing is a brief sumrnary of the research 6ndings presented in Chapter

Three.

a

Typical annual production for srnall landholders in the Pedro Peixoto project is
approximately: 2,180 kg of rice, 1,780 kg of corn, 720 kg, of beans, 2,900 liaes of

milk, 300 kg dressed beef (600 kg live weight), and 800 kg of Brazil-nut.

a

Price risk is Iowest for pasture products, (beef and rnilk), foilowed by the annual
crops (corn, rice, and beans respectively), and is highest for the extracted product,
Brazii-nut.

Estimated expected return £kom the typical production basket is 3,000 Reais per
year. This is almost three times the World Bank's estimate of the poverty h e
(1,100 Reais per year) and two and M times greater than the annual minimum

wage (1,200 Reais per year)

Pasture products (beef and m a ) contribute the largest percentage of incorne
(54%) to to tai smaU landholder gross annual retuni. Pasture products are foUowed
in importance by beans, rice, and corn respectively. Of the commodities in the

typicai production basket, Brazil-nut contributes the l e s t to annuai gross return

(5%).

Evidence of price seasonality was presented. It was discovered that the seasonal
patterns in the annual crops and the Pasture products foUow expected patterns.

That is, prices tend to decrease after harvest (for annual crops) and during the
tirnes of increased market access (for annual r o p s and Pasture products). Brazilnut pnces appear to be influenced by holiday peaks in the quantity demanded.

-

Table 3.1: Area (ha) in Production Pedro Peixoto 1994
Commodity

Median

Mean

Standard

Skewness

Units

Deviation

Rice

2.8 1

2.42

2.29

1.89

ha

Corn

2.90

2.42

2-27

1.87

ha

Beans

2.4 1

2.00

2.32

2.39

ha
I

Brad-nut

6 1.49

55.0

31.21

2-36

ha of forest

Source: FPRI / EMBRAPA 1994 Survey

-

Table 3.2: Annual Crop Yields Pedro Peixoto 1994

-

Table 3.3: Estimated Annual Crop Production for Pedro Peixoto 1994

Commodity

Estimated Production

Unit

Rice

2,180

kg

Corn

1,780

kg

Beans

720

kg
I

Brazil-nut

798

Calculated born Table 3.1 and 3.2

kg

Table 3.4: Estimated Pedro Peixoto Annual M k Productic
Litres/Day/Farrn
Mean

Total

Median

Median
l

, Production
Dry Season (150 days)
Wet Season (215 Days)

1 7.02
1 11.26

1 5.00
1 10.00

Annual
jource: DTRI / EMBRAPA 1994 Survey

Table 3.5: Selected P i c e Data, January 1992 through July 1997, December 1996
Reais

--

Number

Max.

Mean

of

Std.

Coefficient

Fust

Dev.

of

Difference

Variation

Coefncient

Obs.

-13.70

of Variation

3.56

-10.58

Unit

2.45

-

60 kg

sack
60 kg

sack

Litre

Beef
Brazil-nut

(adjusted)
Source: EMATER (Ünpubli

Table 3.6: Cornparison of Pnce Volatility
Comrnodity

Soybean Meal

Chicago Board of

Placido de Castro

Trade*

and Rio Branco**

Parana***

20%

*Volatiiityof the March 1998 futurescontract, Januaq O, 1998 h m the Chicago Board of Trade
Webpage ( H ï ' T P : ~ . C B O T . C O M )
** Calculated fkom EMATER (unpublished)
*** Caiculated fiorn Secretaria da~gricultura(various)

-

Table 3.7: Correlations Between Pedro Peixoto Prices: January 1992 June 1997
Corn

0.28*

Beans

-0.15

Milk

Beans

Corn

Rice

Beef

---------

-0.24

I

-----

Milk

0.04

-0.27*

0.37*

Beef

0.02

-0.04

0.26

0.05

-----

Brazil-nut

0.29"

-0.00

-0.17

0.22

-0.08

* Significant at a 95% confidence interval.
Calculated fiom EMATER (unpubtished)
Table 3.8: Simulation Results, Production Basket Yalued Using 1992 Through 1997
Prices
+/- 2
Minimum Maximum Mean
Standard
Coefficient of
Deviation

Standard

Variation

Deviations
1,704

4,628

3,O 16

404

Table 3.9: Percentage of SrnaII Landholders Simulated Annual Gmss Income By
Commodity
Commodity

1

Percentage of Gross incorne

I

Corn

I

10%

1

Beans

1

17%

Milk

35%

Beef

16%

-

Table 3.11: Average Mces D u h g Peak Price Periods December 1996 Reais
Cornmodity

Average Price

Standard Deviation

Period
--

1

-

Rice (per 60 kg)

16.20

3.99

November-Janirary

Corn (per 60 kg)

12.87

2.28

November-January

Bean (per 60 kg)

1

1

45.66
0.22

BraziI-nut (per kg)

1

20.40

March - May

0.1 1

August-Octo ber

Source: EMATER (unpublished)

Table 3.12: Simulation ResuIts Production Basket Valued At Peak Price Periods December 1996 Reais
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard

+/- 2

Coefficient of

Deviation

Standard

Variation

Deviations

.
1,866
1

1
1

4,826

378

3,236

12%

2,480-3,992

-

Table 3.13: Average Prices During Low Price Periods December 1996 Reais

1
1

1

I

Commodity
Rice (per 60 kg)

Average Price

(

Standard Deviation

11.79

1

2.6 1

m

1
1

Penod
March-May

Corn (per 60 kg)

9.25

1.74

May - July

Bean (per 60 kg)

34.58

7.1 f

August - October

Brazil-nut (per kg)

0.12

0.054

November - January

Source: EMATER (unpublished)

Table 3.14: Simulation Results, Production Basket Valued At Low Price Periods December 1996 Reais
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard

+/- 2

Coefficient of

Deviation

Standard

Variation

Deviations
1,828

3,624

2,747

329

2,089-3,405

12%

i

1
1

Figure 3.1: Monthly Price Index for Rice
(100 = rnean period price)

Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

Months

---------

Index

Index plue one rtuidprd dmrlation
Index lecs one rtuKfuld M a ü o n

Figure 3.2: Monthly Price Index for Corn
(100= mean period price)
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index less one standard deviation

Figure 3.3: Monthly Price Index for Beans
(100 = mean period pnce)
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Index
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Index less one standard deviation

Figure 3.4: Monthly Price Index for Milk
(100 = mean period price)
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Figure 3.5: Monthly Price Index for Beef
(100 = mean period pnce)
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Figure 3.6: Monthly Phce Index for Brazil-Nut
( 100 = mean penod pnce)
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4.0

Changing Prîces
Juiy of 1994 is used in this analysis as a t-g

point in the regional market of

Pedro Peixoto, brought on by a combination of policy changes (such as the Plano Real
and Mercosul) previously discussed. This chapter wiU examine trends in expected prices
and trends in price variation, before and after July 1994, in an attempt to l e m if market
changes have had a positive or negative impact on small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto
project. Ln addition, two causes of pnce trends will be presented in an attempt to
d e t e m e if the O bserved trends will continue.

4.1

Evidence of Changing Prices
As describeci in the previous chapter, the pnces for rice, corn. beans, rniik, and

beef are averages for the municipalities of Placido de Castro and Rio Branco, except for

the pnce series for Brazil-nut. The Brazil-nut pnce senes is based on an average for the
state of Acre, multiplied by 0.65.
Using the time of the Plano Real to separate the tirne series into before / after
components suggest substantial changes in regional market structure. as revealed by the
cornrnodity pnces received by srnail iandholders. Figures 4.1 through 4.6 give graphical
demonstration of this effect. From the graphs it can be seen that the wide variations in
monthly prices appear to decrease after July 1994. This decrease in price variation (Le., a
decrease in price risk) is a positive outcome for the risk-averse smaU landholder.
However, the graphs also display another potential consequence of the change in the
regional market structure. The mean, or expected pnce, for rnany of these comrnodities

appears to be Iower after July 1994, relative to the earlier period. and some of these pnces
appear to be trending downward. AU other things the same, rationai srrtaii landholders will
be better off with a higher price. Therefore, the potential downward trend in commodity

prices after the July 1994 is a negative result of the change in market structure.

Evidence of structural changes in pnces extends beyond simple graphical analysis.
This conclusion is &O supported by statistics. For ali commodities in the sample

production basket. one-sided T-tests (958 significance level) have k e n conducted to
learn if the mean price before July 1994 is greater than the mean price after July 1994.
The hypothesis of no significant change in mean pnces has bexm tested against the

alternative hypothesis that mean pnces have declined after July 1994. The calcuiated Tstatistic exceeds the critical value for al1 commodities other than corn (Table 4.1).
Therefore, it can be concluded that the mean pnces of rice, beans, miUc, beef, and Brazilnut are signincantly lower after July 1994.
From O bserving Figures 4.1 through 4.6, it appears that the variation fiom rnean
prices rnay fdi after July 1994. The significance of this change was tested using one taiied
F-tests (95% confidence level) for daerences in variation (Table 4.2). The cdculated Fstatistic exceeds the F critical value for corn, beans, d,
and Brazil-nut, Therefbre, the

hypothesis that the variance in price is the same before July 1994 and after July 1994 is
rejected for these commoaltes. The hypothesis that the variance does not change after

Iuly 1994 is not rejected for nce and beef.
Most of these prices show a downward trend. This trend wiil have an irnpact on
the deviation fiom the mean (Le., because of the trend, the deviation fkom the mean will be

higher). Price trends represent a predictabie source of price variation and do no t
contribute to producers' price risk but the random variability renÿiining after the
predictable variation has been rernoved does contribute to the price risk faced by
producers (Young, 1984). Following procedures in Chapter Two the Erst difference of
each price series was calculateci to remove the impact of trends. One tailed F-tests (95%
confidence level) were conducted to determine if the h s t Merenceci pnces show a lower
variation after July 1994. When the impacts of trends are rernoved by k s t differencing
the nuli hypothesis, that month-to-month price variation before July 1994 is the sarne as
month-to-month pnce variation after July 1994, is rejected for all cases (Table 4.2). For
corn, beans, milk, and Brazil-nut, not only is the variation k o m the rnean price lower after
July 1994, the change in price fiom one month to the next is also lower after July 1994.

Not oniy is price variation of alI the commodities in the production basket different
after Juiy 1994, the relative importance of variation, as rneasured against the rnean price, is
ako changing. As was discussed in the previous chapter, the coefficient of variation,
standard deviation divided by the mean, is useful in cornparkg the degree of price
variation inherent in different prices (Lawand Kelton, 1991). The coefficient of variation
for each pnce series before and after July 1994 is given in Table 4.3.
The coefficients of variation are lower after Juiy 1994 for corn, beans, rnilk, and
Brd-nut. For beef, the decline in variation is proportional to the decline in rnean. The
deciine in nce pnce variation Born the mean is proportionaily less than the decline in mean.

The results change slightly when price trends are removed by first differencing and
random variation is examined in isolation. From the de-trended price series, the

coefficient of variation is lower after July 1994 for d comodities other than beans. This
rneans that, except for beans, month-to-month price variation, as measured in relation to
the mean price, is lower afier J d y 1994. For beans, the fali in month-to-month variation

is slightly greater than the faU in mean.
The coeficient of variation fkom the de-trended prices gives an indication of the
relative pnce risk of each commodity in the sarnple production basket. Before M y 1994
the commodities produced fiom Pasture, mik and beef, had the lowest de-trended
coefficient of variation, and hence the lowest pnce risk. This was foilowed by the annual
crops, corn, rice, and beans respectively. Before July 1994 the commodity extracted fiom
the forest reseme, Brazil-nut, had the highest de-trended coefficient of variation (Table
4.4).
After July 1994 this ranking changes slightly. Beef still has the lowest de-trended

coefficient of variation. in fact, the spread between the de-trended coefficient of variation
for beef and the other commodities has increased. Mer July 1994, nce replaces milk as
the commodity having the second lowest coefficient of variation. The r e g of the detrended coefficients of variation after July 1994, £iom 10west to highest is; beef, fol10wed
by corn milk, rice, beans, and Br azil-nu t respectively.

4.2

Cornparison of Prices Before and After July 1994

Based on the T-tests and F-tests (Tables 4.1 and 4.2), it has been estabkhed that
aii the pnces for all the comrnodities included in the 1994 production basket are different

after July 1994. The question rernains: is the combined impact of the failing price

variation and a d e c h e mean price positive or negative for smali landholders in the Pedro
Peixoto project? This section will address this question.

4.2.1

Methodology for Cornparison
Simulations were constructed using the sample production basket for small

landholders in the Pedro Peixoto project (discussed in Chapter Three), and EMATER
prices, both before and after July 1994. The simulation modek follow the techniques
outlined in Chapter Two.
Foiiowing procedures outhed by Walpole and Myers (1978), prices (both before
and after July 1994) were exarnined for any signincant cross correlations. The hypothesis

that two prices are uncorrelated will be rejected if the calculated Z-statistic falls outside of
the critical region (Walpole and Myers, 1978). At a 95% confidence LeveI, the critical
region for the 2-test is -1.65 to 1.65. Based on this test, nce and corn are significantly
correiated, corn is negatively correlated with the price of miik, and the price of beans is
correiated with the price of beef (Table 4.5). Afier July 1994, the pnce of rice is
correlated with the pnce of corn and Brazil-nut, and negatively correlated with the pnce of
beans, the pnce of corn is negatively correlated with the pnce of beans, and the pnce of
beans is correlated with the price of rnilk (Table 4.6). The significant correlations have
been integrated into the simulations to yield realistic results (Waiker and Helrners, 1984).

4.2.2

Simulation Results - Before and After July 1994
Results fiom the simulations yieId rnixed message about the impacts of changes in

the structure of the regional market on the simple commodity basket. The simulation
process showd that the rnean gross retum after July 1994 is below the rnean gross retum
before July 1994 (Table 4.7). This 17% reduction in gross return is a negative result for
srnall landholders. However, the standard devhtion of the gross retum after July 1994 is
below the standard deviation More Iuly 1994 which is a positive result for Nk-averse
srnall landholders.
The coefficient of variation for gross retums after July 1994 is also below the
coefficient of variation before July 1994. However, this ciifference is no t large. The
decrease in variation is approximately proportional to the decrease in rnean. Therefore it

is not possible to use the coefficient of variation to decide if the overail effect of the
decreasing variation and the decreasing expected retum has been beneficial to the small
landholder in the Pedro Peixoto project. This question will be exarnined more completely

in the following section of this chapter, using stochastic dominance techniques.
Evaluation of the portion that each cornmodity contributes to gross revenue gives
an indication of the relative changes in expected prices (Table 4.8). The percentages in
Table 4.8 have been calculateci at the mean value of gross renim before and after Juiy
1994. Examination of the relative changes in expected prices gives an indication of the

price signals faced by the s m d landholders.
The contribution of corn and rnilk to gross incorne is higher a€ter July 1994

compared with their contribution before July 1994. This suggests a higher relative price

(relative to the other comrnodities in the sample production basket) for these two
cornrnodities. The contribution of beans and Br&-nut to gross incorne is lower after
July 1994 relative to their contribution before Iuly 1994. This indicates a lower relative
price for these cornrnodities. AU Other things being the same, srnail landholders cm be
expected to increase their production of those cornmodities with an increasing relative
price and decrease their reliance on comrnodities with a falling relative price. However,
these pnce signals are o d y one part of the production decision. Other factors, such as the
availability of labour and credit wilI also play an important role.
As with the simulations constructed in Chapter Three, the convergence of the
simulation mode1 was monitored. The simulation models cm be considered stable as the
percentage change in every fifth percentile, the percentage change in the rneans, and the
percentage change in the standard deviation of gross r e t m s was 1.5% or less for the
simulations (Pallisade, 1997).

4.2.3

Impact of Falling Mean and Falling Variation
Stochastic dominance is used to determine in which of the two penods would be

better for srnall landholders. Figure 4.7 shows the cumulative probability density functions
for gross return before and afier July 1994. The probability of a higher return is always
greater More Iuiy 1994. That is, the distribution for gross r e m s before July 1994 is
first degree stochasticaliy dominant over the distribution for gross retums after Iuly 1994.

Based on this result, small landholders producing the sample 1994 basket of
cornrnodities wodd be better off with the conditions found before July 1994. This does

not depend upon the risk attitudes of the srnail producer, nor does it depend upon the
ciifference in variation of gross returns before and after July 1994. That is, the decline in
expected retum is sufncient to rnask the decluie in variation.
While s r n d landholders are faced with a decluiing expected return after Iuly 1994,
their gross incorne fkom agricultural production is still above the Branüan poverty line.
The poverty iine has been estirnated by the World Bank to be approxirnateiy 1,100 Reais,

which is to the left of the Y axis in figure 4.7. Even though the cumulative probability

function for r e t m s after Juiy 1994 is closer to the poverty line than the function for
returns before July 1994, srnail landholders are still Wtually assured of receiving a gross

income greater than 1,100 Reais.
The stochastic dorninance analyses was repeated using different distributions for
the various cornmodity prices, normal, lognomial and triangular for all commodities Other

than Brazil-nut, and normal, mncated-normal, and triangular for Brazil-nut. For ail
distributions used, gross returns before July 1994 are first degree stochastically dominant
over gross returns afier July 1994.
The sensitivity of the stochastic dorninance to relative changes in production of the
commodities in the sarnple production basket was also tested. The production of each
crop was increased 10%,20%,50%, 10046, and 200% wMe the production of all other
crops was held constant. ln no case did the fist degree stochastic dominant results
change as a resuit of a change in the relative production of nce, corn, beans, milk, beef, or
Braid-nut.

The above analysis does not discriminate between the dinerent commodities in the
sarnple production basket. Evaluated as a group, smaii landholders would be better off
producing the commodities in the sarnple production basket before July 1994. However,
the combination of pnce and variation of sorne individual commodities afier Jdy 1994
rnay be preferable to the combination of price and variation before July 1994. This topic
will be addressed in the next section of this chapter.

4.2.4 Andysis of Individual Price Series

Statistics of individual price series (Tables 4.1 and 4.2) show that the pattern of
decreased variation and decreased rneans, observed in the gross returns, also applies to

most prices of cornrnodities in the production basket. Stochastic dominance analysis, as
carried out for gross returns, has been repeated for the price of each individual comrnodity

in the sample production basket.
The prices of rice, beef, and Brazii-nut before July 1994 were found to be first
degree stochasticaüy dominant over the prices of these commodities after Juiy 1994
(Figures 4.8.4.9, and 4.10). For these comrnodities, the pro bability of receiving a higher

price before July 1994 is always greater than the probability of receiving a higher price
after July 1994. AU srnall landholders, regardless of their risk preferences, wouid be
better off with the pre- 1994 prices of rice, beef, and Brazil-nut. For rice, beef, and
Brazil-nut the falling expected value after July 1994 is sunicient to overshadow any fall in
price variation. These first degree stochastic dominance results are invariate if the pnce

senes are represented by normal distributions truncated at zero, normal dismbutions.
lognomial distributions, or niangular distributions.
The dismbution for milk prices were second degree stochasticaily dominant before
July 1994. This result is displayed in Figure 4.1 1. Risk-averse srnall iandholders would
be better off producing mük before July 1994. Second degree stochastic results consider

both changes to expected prices, and changes to variation in these prices. For miik the
second degree stochastic domhance holds if prices are distributed n o d y but tnincated
at zero, are distributed n o d y , or if prices are distributed lognorrnaliy. Ho wever, the
results for mik are inconclusive if a aiangular distribution is us&.

The distribution of corn prices after July 1994 were found to be second degree
stochastically dominant after July 1994 (Figure 4.12). Therefore, all risk-averse producers
would be better off producing corn in the period after July 1994. The second degree
stochastic dominance results hold if prices foiiow a normal distribution rruncated at zero,
for a normai distribution, for a l o g n o r d distribution, or a trianguiar distribution.
Fnst and second degree stochastic domhance are not sufficient to yield concIusive
results for the bean price series. Like nce, beef, and Brazil-nut, bean prices experienced a
sharp drop in both variation and expected retum after July 1994 (Table 4.1 and 4.2).
Unlike the other three cornmodities, the decrease in price variation was sufficientiy large.
so it was not overshadowed by the drop in expected return.
The cumulative probability density function for bean prices, before and after July
1994, are plotted in Figure 4.13. At probabilities of approximately 0.6 or greater the price

senes after July 1994 dominates the pnce senes before July 1994. This result is reversed

for probabilities of approximately 0.6 or below. Generally, the extrernely risk-averse
producer wodd be better off with the lower variation after J d y 1994. However, the
moderately risk-averse producer may be better off with the higher po tential returns before

M y 1994. A more definitive staternent is not possible without determining the risk
preferences of producers in the area
The results for the bean price senes hold if bean prices follow a normal distribution
tnincated at zero, a normal distribution, or a lognormal distribution. tf a triangular
distribution is used to define the bean price senes, the prices before July 1994 are first
degree stochasticaily dominant over the prices after July 1994.

This analysis of prices is fkom the viewpoint of srnail landholders, who are assumed
to be net producers of these commodities. For urban consurners in the region the situation

is reversed. Like producers, consurners benefit fkom f d h g pnce variation. However,
unWce producers, consumers also benefit fiom falling pnces. To the degree that the
changes in comrnodity prices are translated into changes in consumer prices, consumers in
the region wiU be better off in the period after M y 1994 (ail things other than prices held
constant).

4.2.5

Alternative Conimodities - Evidence of Changing Rices
The pnce series of two alternative commodities, coffee and banana, were aiso

examineci. Similar to the price series for Brazii-nut, sufncient observations do not exist in

the average coffee price for the municipalities of PMcido de Castro and Rio Branco. The
average for the entire state of Acre is used as an alternative price senes. As with Brazil-

nut, the statewide average coffee price appears to be consistently above the price for
Placido de Castro and Rio Branco. To more accurately reflect the price received by srmil
landholders in Pedro Peixoto, the state wide coffee pnce has been multiplied by 0.70. This
adjustment factor is based on a simple linear regression between the state wide prïce and
the observations fi0m the two municipalities (r-square4.74) and discussions with
EMBRAPA / IFPM researchers.
From observing Figures 4.14 and 4.15, it appears that the mean price may be
higher in the penod foilowing Iuly 1994. Therefore, the n d i hypotheses that mean price
does not change after July 1994 was tested against the alternative hypothesis that the
rnean price is higher after July 1994 using T-test. Based on the results of these tests
(Table 4.9). it can be seen that the price of both coffee and banana is significantly higher
after July 1994.
From O bseMng the graphs in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 it also appears as if the monthto-month variation in these two comrnodities is increasing dong with the expected pnce.
This proposition was statisticaliy tested using F-tests for Merences in variance (as

previously appiied to the comrnodities included in the saniple production basket). As has
been camed out in the earlier section of this chapter, the F-tests have been conducted on

both the de-trended series as weU as the non-transfo&

data series. As can be seen fiom

Table 4.10, the nuil hypothesis, that price variation in coffee and banana is the same before
and after July 1994 is rejected. This applies to both the non-transfo&

well as the de-trended data series.

data series as

Both expected price and price variation for these commodities is increasing after

July 1994. This has mixed implications for srnail landholders. The increase in month- tomonth pnce variation means increased pnce risk, offsetting some of the benefit of
increased expected retum. The impact on these conflicting price signals is analysed
through the use of stochastic dorninance in the next section of this chapter.
Cornparhg the relative impact of increasing price variation through the use of the
coefficient of variation is usefiil. Although the variation in coffee price is increasing after

Juiy 1994, variation is increasing at a slower rate than the rnean (Table 4.11). By looking
at the de-trended coefficient of variation, it can be seen that the impact of random

variation in relation to the rnean for coffee is less after July 1994. If the coefficient of
variation is used as a measure of price risk, price risk in coffee declines after July 1994.
This is not the case for Banana. If o d y the non-transformeci data is examinai, the

increase in variation is approximately in proportion to the increase in mean. However,
when the impact of the price trend is rernoved, and oniy month-to-month variation is

exarnined it can be seen that the price risk inherent in banana production is increasing after

July 1994.
It is &O useful to no te that the coefficient of variation for bo th coffee and banana

is larger than the coefficient of variation for any commodity in the 1994 sampie production
basket. That is, whiie coffee and banana production offers small landholders potential
higher returns after Juiy 1994, the production o f these commodities brings a greater
degree of price risk.

Given the f d h g coefficient of variation, and the increasing mean price of coffee, it
rnight be expected that srnaii land holders would be better off producing coffke after July
1994. For banana prices the case is not quite as clear, as price risk is rising dong with
expected return. Through the use of stochastic dorninance, the impact of rising expected
return and rising variation is tested statistically in the next section

4.2.6

Alternative Commodities - Impact of Changing Prices
For both coffee and banana, the price series afier July 1994 is £irst degree

stochasticaliy dominant over the price series before July 1994 (Figures 4.16 and 4.17).
Therefore, the increasing expected retum for both coffee and bmana is sufncient to rnake
producers of these commodities better off afier Iuly 1994.
As coffee and banana pnces after July 1994 are both fïrst degree stochastically
dominant over pnces before July 1994, the addition of these commodities in sdïicient
quantities to the sample production basket should reverse the first degree stochastic
dorninance results displayed in Figure 4.7. That is, if enough coffee or banana were added
to the sample production basket, s

d Iandholders would be better off to producing the

revised basket after July 1994. This proposition has been tested through simulation
analysis. It was found that the addition of 1,000 kg of coffee, the production of ail other
commodities held constant, would reverse the stochastic dorninance results displayed in
Figure 4.7. That is, with the addition of approxirnately 1,000 kg of coffee to the sample
production basket, the revised basket after July 1994 becornes fkst degree stochastically
dominant over the revwd basket before July 1994. Similarly, if approximately 950

bunches of banana were added to the production basket (aii other production held
constant) the production of the revised basket after 1994 would be fÏrst degree
stochasticaiiy dominant over the revised basket before 1994. EMBRAPA researchers
indicate that this amount of coffee and banana would require about 1 hectare of land.
However, the production of these comrnodities would also require an increase in labour
and capital, both of which are in shon supply in the region.
A need exists for ongoing pnce analysis, and communication of these pnce trends

to srnall landholders.

4.14 and 4.15 show that the prices for both coffee and

banana rnay now be falling after the initial increase in 1994. If this trend C O ~ M U ~ S ,coffee
and banana prices rnay reach levels that existed before Juiy 1994. This would reverse the
benefits of increased prices. However, many producers rnay have aiready made the long
term decision to begin production of these commodities.
Agricultural extension in the region must ensure that srnall landholders have the
information needed to make infonned production decisions. This rnay involve the
communication of recent price trends or analysis of market forces (international
production levels for example) that may f i t these trends. Extension efforts may be
carried out by state organizations such as EMATER, through cornmunity / cornrnodity
associations, or a combination of the two. With adequate information, each producer will

be able to assess their own level of risk preference and make a more informed production
decision as a result.
With the addition of cost data, the stochastic dorninance analysis carried out in this
section could be extended to calculate the pro babiiity of the success or fidure of

alternative production practices. For example, if an alternative production practice offers

a higher potential rate of r e t m than the existing production systems, but has a probability
of 60% of negative returns it rnay not be adopted by srnall landholders. Conversely, an
alternative production system that inmeases the expected r e t m and has a 1ow probability
of negative returns rnay be highly desirable for srnall landholders. Because stochastic
dominance analysis evaluates a i l possible r e m s (and not just the rnean or expected
returns) it is a valuable tool in assessing the viability of changes to Arnazonian production

practices.

4.3

Causes of hice Trends
The question rernains, why do pnces display the trends exarnined in the previous

sections? Understanding the reasons behind the price changes is necessary if future price
trends are to be anticipated.
Two explanations are readily available for the Observed price trends: a) reduced
rates of inflation and; b) increasing market integration. These two explanations wiü be
exarnined in turn in the following sections.

4.3.1 Impact of Reduced Inflation
Da Silva and Kadota (1984) examined Brazilian inflation rates fiom 1950 through
1979. They discovered a high positive correlation between the rate of idktion and the

degree of variation in inflation (Le., the higher the rate of idkition the higher the degree of
inflation variability). As pnce expectations are (to a degree) dependant upon inflation

expectations (Lemgruber, 1984) it may be expected that price variation would be higher ai
higher rates of inflation. This expectation is consistent with findings by da Silva and
Kadota (1984) who showed that price variation (as measured by the coefficient of
variation) is highly correlated with the inflation rate.

Sirnilar resuits are evident in the prices examined for this study. The correlation
coefficient between the annual rate of in£iation (rneasured monthly) and the absolute value
of the change in in£lation fÎom month to month was found to be signiEicant at 0.75.

Sunilarly, the absolute value of monthly pnce changes for five of the eight cornmodities
examined, corn, beans, milk, beef, and Br&-nut,

were found to have a signincant positive

correlation to the rate of inflation (Table 4.12). Inflation feu fiom a high of 6,603% in
April of 1990 to 8.25 % in August of 1997 (Figure 4.18). Table 4.13 shows the annual

average inflation rates for 1992 through 1997 (note 1997 is calculateci as January through
August). The average annual inflation rate fell fiom a high of 3,14696 in 1994 to 8.25 9%
in 1997. Given the positive correlation between the rate of inflation and month-to-month

pnce changes for most of the conmodities examined, it is not surprishg that the degree of
variation in many comrnodity prices is lower in the period after 1994 (Table 4.3 and Table
4.1 1).
Falling inflation rates have other impacts on smaii landholders that are worth
noting. High rates of inflation tend to decrcase the availability of credit (Lioi, 1974), and
decrease the incentive to Save (Baer, 1983: Abel and Beranke, 1998). Access to capital is
a constraint for the srnad iandholder in the Amazon region (Cunha and Sawyer, 1997). If
the ment lower inflation rates continue, smaU hdholders in the Amazon region may have

increased access to capital through increased rates of savings and increased credit
availability. hcreased capital availability rnay allow the srnall landholder the opportunity
to take advantage of improved production techniques and / or begin producing alternative
cornrnodities that would increase the r e m nom their existing land base.
High rates of inflation also have the tendency to distort price signais (Lioi, 1974,
Abel and Beranke, 1998). That is, in periods of high idhtion, producers are not able to

determine changes in relative prices readily. Given the lack of clear price signals,
producers are not able to adjust their production practices to maxunize return. Lower
inflation will result in clearer pnce signak that will allow small hdholders to take
advantage of positive market changes and m h i m k the impact of negative changes in the
rnarketplace.
Sorne circurnstantial evidence exists for the growing importance of past pnces. In
the Akaike Information Critenon tests conducted in Chapter Two it was discovered that

the influence of p s t prices extends for a longer penod of tirne afier July 1994 (Le., the lag
penod was longer for prices after July 1994, Tables 2.2 and 2.3). The growing
importance of past prices in the period of lower inflation is an indication of clearer and / or
more relevant price signals.
The decline in inflation shown in Figure 4.1 8 may also account, at least in part, for
the downward pnce trend observeci in beef. During the penods of high inflation cattle
may have served as a hedge against inflation (Faminow, 1997; 1998). With the dechne of
the inflation rate, alternative investment became more attractive, reducing the quantity of
cattle demanded for this reason, and therefore putting downward pressures on cattle

prices. However, Faminow (1997; 1998) also notes that the use of cattle herds as a hedge
against inflation oniy accounts for part of the driving force behind the supply of fkom the
western Amazon. As inflation has only played a part in the quantity supplied in the region.
it is Iikely that the decline in inflation is only one factor influencing the decline in cattle
prices.

4.3.2 Impact of Reduced Transaction Costs

Improved transportation Links, hproved producer marketing skilis, and reduced
govemment intervention (e.g., reduced tarifT barriers) are aU examples of ongoing events
h the western Amazon that are reducing the cost of moving comrnodities between regions

and countries. As the costs of moving goods between the western Arnazon and other
regions within Br&

as weli as to outside nations, decline it is expected that the volume

of goods moving between these regions will increase. Because of the decrease in
transaction costs, the price producers receive for goods moved out of the region will
increase, and the price paid for inrported goods will decrease. As a consequence of the

decreased transaction costs, and because of the increased trade, markets in the western
Amazon will becorne integrated, at least to a greater de-,

with markets outside of the

region. For example, price movernents in Acre will more closely mirror price movernents
in other areas of the country. Vosti et ai. (1998a) have noted that market integration is

one of the most powemil macroeconornic forces acting upon the region.
The price trend described in the previous sections of this chapter rnay be evidence
of decreasing transaction costs. Generally pnces are falling for those cornmodities that are

deficit in Acre. Few pubiished data are available on commodity flows in the western
Arnazon. However, some anecdotal evidence suggests that Acre is a deficit region for rice
and beans (the vast rnajonty of rice and bans commercially avaihble in Rio Branco are

imported from outside the state). Sorne empincal evidence suggests (for example
Faminow and Vosti, 1998) that Acre is a beef deficit region. Foiiowing the arguments on
the impact of a reduction in transaction costs, it is expected that the prices for these
cornmodities would fall. This expectation matches the hdings outlined in section 4.1.
The pattern of rishg pnces for banana and coffee also matches the theory of faiiing
transaction costs. Again, few published data exist on flows of banana and c o f f i in and

out of Acre. EMBRAPA researchers (through persona1communications) have indicated
that Acre exports a surplus of coffee and banana The price for coffee and banana after
M y 1994 is signincantly above the price before July 1994 (Table 4.9) as would be

expected if transaction costs are indeed falling.
The hypothesis of decluiing transaction costs between Acre and other regions
would be supported if evidence of increased integration of prices in Acre with pnces in the
south of Brazil could be found. Average prices fkom the state of Parana and average
prices in Acre were examined for evidence of integration using the Johansen test outlined
in Chapter Two. The tests were conducted for pnces spanning January 1992 through July

1994, and for prices spanning August 1994 through July 1997. The appropriate number
of lags were determined through the use of the Akaike Information Criterion ( M C )
outlined in Chapter Two. As shown in Chapter Two (through the use of the Dicky-Fuller
test) the first daerences of aii the prices are stationary. The nul1 hypothesis that there are

no common aends, is tested against the alternative hypothesis of one comrnon trend using
the Johansen test. That is, the null hypothesis in each of the Johansen test is r equal to
zero. Fdure to reject this hypothesis woutd lead to the conclusion that there is no
evidence of integration between the two pnce series king tested (Le., the hypothesis that
each price series foilows its own trend is supported).
The Johansen tests give Linle evidence of integrated markets during the period
kom January 1992 through JuIy 1994. Ody with nce prices is the ndï hypothesis
rejected. For ali other cornrnodities the test fails to reject the nuli hypothesis of no
integration (Table 4.14). This is not the case for the period fiom August 1994 through

M y 1997. Ln this tirne period the ndi hypothesis is rejected for rice. beans, bcef, and
coffee (Table 4.14) giving some evidence that these prices show a common trend.
Ho and Sorensen (1996) note that rnisspecifjmg the number of hg periods can
introduce bias into the Johansen test. As noted in Table 4.14, the number oflag penods is
generally higher in the period after July 1994. In order to discover if the change in market
integration displayed in Table 4.14 may be a result of the change in the number of hg
penods, the Johansen tests for the penod d e r July 1994 were rerun using three lag
penods for each pnce series. The results show that there may be some link between the
number oflag periods chosen and the rejection of the nuU hypothesis, as there is no
evidence of CO-integrationin bean prices if three lag penods are used (Table 3.15).
However, even with the reduced number oflag periods, three out of the six cornmodities
tested show evidence of CO-integrationafter July 1994.

Some caution should be used in interpreting the resdts presented in Table 4.14.

Of senous concem, the number of data points for al1 cases is Iow (31 for the period before
July 1994 and 36 for the penod after July 1994). Co-integration tests are valid for large

sample cases only, and small sample properties are uncertain. Ho and Sorensen (1996)
indicate that the asymptotic properties of the Johansen test decline rapidly if the sarnple
size falls below 100 O bservations. For the purposes of cornparison, Benson et ai. ( 1994)
used more than 200 observations in a i l of the time penods that they compared, and in one
tirne period used more than 4 0 observations. In addition to the concem over the srnail

number of observations. the result of the CO-integrationtests may be infiuenced by
concems within the pnce data. Franses and HaIdrup (1994) conclude that the presence of
outliers in the data rnay bias tests for CO-integration.As previously noted, the data
gathering techniques employed by EMATER rnay not be consistent through tirne. This

rnay have introduced outliers into the data that have been difncult to detect due to the high
degree of variability inherent within the data, and hence introduce bias into the COintegration tests.
However, these concems aside, the Johansen tests do provide some evidence of
market integration after July 1994 that did not exist before July 1994. This is consistent
with the hypothesis that transaction costs between Acre and the south of Brazil are falling.
To date, the reduction in inflation that occurred after the Plano Real has not k e n
reversed. There is no reason to beiieve that the costs of moving goods between Acre and
other regions (including transportation costs, information costs, tariff barriers etc.) will
begin to increase in the future. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the impacts of

these two market forces (reduced inflation and declining transaction) costs will be long
term effects. The impact that these market forces have had on pnces wiIi therefore &O be
long term impacts.

4.4

SummaryofResults-ChapterFour
The following is a bnef surnmary of the research presented in Chapter Four.

Expected pnces and pnce variation are falling afer July 1994 for almost ail
cornrnodities in the production basket.

Srnall landholders wouid have been better off with the combination of expected
pnce and pnce variation found before July 1994. However, in spite of decreasing
average prices, expected returns are still well above the poverty line.

For coff' and banana, two comrnodities not in the typical 1994 production basket,
pnces are rishg after July 1994.

The reduction in inflation after the introduction of the Plano Real provides one
explanation for the observed reduction in price variation for most commodities in
the typical production basket. The reduction in inflation also provides a partial
explanation for the downward pnce trend observed in beef pnces.

Prices appear to be falling for comodities in which Acre is deficit and rising for
commodities in which Acre is surplus. This would be the expected result if price

trends were (at least in part) due to a reduction in transaction costs between Acre

and other regions (both within and outside Brazil).

Table 4.1: T-Test for Differences in Mean Pedro Peixoto Prices: Before and After

July 1994 (December 1996 Reais)
Mean Before

Standard

Mean Afier

Standard

T-Test

Juiy 1994

Deviation

Juiy 1994

Deviation

Siatistic

Before July

Mer Juiy

1994

1994

Corn

Beans

Beef
Bra d - nut
(djusted stab m e )

Note:

Critical
(2) * Indicates signifiant diffaence in means at a 95%confidence level.

Calcuiated l?om EMATER (unpublished)

Table 4.2: F-Test for Differences in Pedro Peixoto Price Variation: Before and After

July 1994 (December 1996 R a i s )
- -

Cornrnodity

Variance

Variance

Before July

After July

1994

1994

-

--

F-S tatistic

F-S tatistic
First Difference

Corn
Beans

Beef

-

-

-

level is 1.9

Table 4.3: Coefficient of Variation for Pedro Peixoto Prices: Before and After July
1994
Cornrnodity

Coefficient of
Variation Before July

Coefficient of
Variation M e r Jdy

1994

1994

Beans

1 30 %
1 36 %

~iüc

124%

Corn

De-trended
Coefficient of
Variation Before July

I

De-trended
Coefficient of
Variation luiY
1994

Table 4.4: I tnking of the Coe Scients of Variatio Before and Afte Juiy 1994

Comm0dity

Rank - Including

Rank -

Rank -

Rank -

Trends

De- trended

Including

De-trended

Before Juiy 1994

Prices Afer July

Trends

Prices Afer

Before July

July 1994

1994

Corn

Beans
Milk

Beef

1

Table 4.5: Correlations Between

r

'

dm Peixoto Prices Before Julv 1994

Beans

.
Beans

1 O. 17

1 0.05

Beef

1 -0.17

10.11

Milk

Beef

I

A

*Signifiant at a confidence level of 95%
Caicuiated fÏom EMATER (unpubkhed)

..6: Correlations Between Pedro Peixoto Prices After July 1994

Rice
0.45*

1 Beans

Corn

Beans

Mrtk

Beef

---------

-0.40*

-0.48*

-0.02

-0.10

0.35*

0.08

0.23

O. 16

O. 12

0.35

-0.004

-0.20

0.22

*Signifiant at a confidence level of 95%
Caiculated fÏom EMATER (unpubiished)

--------0.004

Table 4.7: Simulation Results: Annual Smali Pedro Peixoto Landholder Gros
Returns Before and Afker July 1994 (December 1996 Reais)
Min

Max

Mean

Standard
Dev

+/- 2
Standard
Deviations

Coefficient of
Variation

Before
M y 1994

2,186

6,894

3,306

417

2,472-4,140

13 %

After
M y 1994

1,506

3,801

2,749

329

2,09 1-3,407

12 %

Table 4.8: Percentage of SmaU Pedro Peixoto Landholder Gmss Revenue By
Commodity Before and After July 1994

Percentage of Gross Revenue
After July 1994

I
1

Beans

1

Beef

Corn

Percentage of Gross Revenue
After July 1994

t

Table 4.9: Test for Differences in Mean Pedro Peixoto Prices (Coffee and Banana)
Reais)
Before and After
Standard
T-Test
Deviation
Before July

Deviation

Statistic

After Juiy

4

1994

(adjusted stace average)

Banana
Note:

0.92

(1) Criticai value for the onetaiïei t-test at a 95% confidence Ievd

(2) * Indicates signiticant ciifference in means at a 95%confidence Ievel.
Calculated fkom EMATER (unpublisfied)

Table 4.10: Test for Differences in Pedro Peixoto Price Variation (Coffee and
Banana) Before and After Jub 1994 (December 1996 Reais)
Comodity

Variance Before
Juiy 1994

Variance After
M y 1994

F-Statistic

F-Statistïc
F i Difference

Coffee

0.068

0.41

5.98"

2-68"

Banana

0.048

0.058

4.95*

6.W

Note:

(1) Critical value for the onetailed f-test at a 9596 confidence level is 1.6
(2) * Indicates signi6xnt difference in variation at a 95%confidence level.
Calculated ikom EMATER (unpubtished)

Table 4.11: Coefficient of Variation for Pedro Peixoto Prices (Coffee and Banana)
Before and After Juiy 1994
Coefficient of
Variafion - Befote
Juiy 1994

Coefficient of
Variation After
Juiy 1994

-

De-trended
Coefficient of

Variation - Before
July 1994

De-trended
Coefficient of
Variation - After
Juiy 1994

Coffee
--

-

38 %

24 %
25 %
.'ER (unpublished)

Table 4.12: Correlation Between Monthly Pedro Peixoto Price Changes and the
Bmzilian Inflation Rate
Correlation Between Inflation Rate
and Monthly Price Change

I

Corn

1

1

0.34*

Beans

0.54*

Milk

O.19*

Beef

1

Brazil-nut

0.23*
0.46*

Coffee

-0.17*

Banana

-0.09

*Signifïcant at a confidence lever of 95%
Calculated fim EMATER (unpublished) and FGV (various)

Table 4.13: Annual Average B h i i a n Inflation Rates 1992 Through 1997
,

Year

Average Annual Inflation Rate

1992

887%

1997*

8%

*Note: The 1997 average m u a i inflation rate is based on January through August only
Source: FGV (various)

Table 4.14: Johansen Test For Co-Integration Between Commodity Prices In Acre
and Parana

1

Commodity

1

Rice: January 1992 - Iuly 1994

1

I

21.18*

1

Corn: January 1992 - July 1994

1

9.67

1

1

Beans: January 1992 - July 1994

1

10.1 1

1

1

Beef: January 1992 - July 1994

1

12.6 1

1

1
1
1
1

Coffee: January 1992 - Iuly 1993

1
1

12.67

1

1
Note:

Test Statistic

1

Rice: August 1994 - July 1997

Beans: August 1994 - July 1997

(
(

15.46*

1
1

Be& August 1994 - July 1997

1

22.06*

1

Corn: August 1994 - Iuly 1997

1

10.08

(1)

Coffee: August 1994 - July 1997
18.28*
* Denotes rejection of the nul1 hypothesis at a 95%confidence level (criticaivalue equal

(2)

to 15.41).
N (the number of matched price pairs) foraU tests fkom January 1992 through July 1994

is 3 1. N for ali test fkom August 1994 through July 1997 is 36.
For the perid from January 1992 through July 1994 three lag pends were used. with
(3)
the exception of two lag periods for colfee. Four lag periods were used for al1
commodities for the August 1994 through July 1997 period.
Calculated fiom EMATER (unpublished) and Secretaria da Agricultura (monthly)

Table 4. .5:Johansen Test For Co-Integration Between Pnces in Acre and Parana
Using Alternative Lag Periods
w

Comodity
-

1

Test S tatistic

1

14.78

--

Rice: August 1994 - J&Corn: August 1994 - Iuly 1997

Note:

(1)

Beans: August 1994 - July 1997

11.71

Be& August 1994 - JuIy 1997

23.94*

1

16.47*
Coffee: August 1994 - M y 1997
.
* Denotes rejection of the nuii hypothesis at a 95% confidence levef (aiticai value equd
to 15.41).

Three lags periods were used. with the exception of two lag periods for coffee.
(2)
Calculated bom EMATER (unpubiished) and Secretaria da Agricuihm (monthly)

Figure 4.1: Rice Prices January 1992 Through July 1997

Mean: P1Sicido de Castro and Rio Branco

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr lu1

Oct

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr lu1

Months Beginning January 1 992
Source: EMATER (unpublished)

Figure 4.2: Corn Prices January 1992 Through July 1997

Mean: Pkicido de Castro and Rio Branco

Before July I

After July 1994

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr JuI Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul

Months Beginning January 1992
Source: EMATER (unpubiished)

Figure 4.3: Bean Prices January 1!W2 Through July 1997

Mean: Plficido de Castro and Rio Branco

Before July 1994

After July 1994

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr h l

Months Beginning January 1992
Source: EMATER (unpublished)

Figure 4.4: Milk Prices January 1992 Through July 1997

Mean: Pldcido de Castro and Rio Branco

Before July 1994

After July 1994

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr h l Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul

Months Beginning January 1992

Source: EMATER (unpublished)

Figure 4.5: Beef Prices January 1992 Through July 1997

Mean: Plilcido de Castro and Rio Branco

Before July 1994

After July 1994

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct fan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul

Months Beginning January 1992
Source: EMATER (unpubiished)

Figure 4.6: Brazil-Nut Prices January 1992 Through July 1997

Adjusted Average for the State of Acre

Before July 1994

Mer July 1994

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr h l Oct Jan Apr lu1 Oct Jan Apr lu1 Oct Jan Apr Jul

Months Beginning January 1992
Source: EMATER (unpubfished)

Figure 4.7: Distribution of Annual Gross Returns Before and After July 1994

1791 1975 2167 2358 2549 2741 2932 3123 3315 3506 3697 3889 4080 4271 4463 4654

Value of Agriculture Production - December 1996 Reais
Before July 1994

--

After July 1994

Figure 4.8: Distribution of Rice Pnces Before and After July 1994

Price per 60 kg - December 1996 Reais
Before JuIy 1994

--

After July 1994

Figure 4.9: Distribution of Beef &ces Before and ARer July 1994

12.39 14.12 15.92 17.72 19.52 21 3 3 23.13 24.93 26.73 28.53 30.33 32.13 33.93 35.7337.5439.34

Price per h b a - Decernber 1996 Reais
Before July 1994

--

AfterJuly 1994

Figure 4.10: Distribution of Brazil-Nut Prices Before and ARer July 1994

0.24 1.39 2.58 3.77 4.96 6.15 7.34 8.53 9.72 10.91 12.1 13.29 14.48 15.67 16.86 18.05

Price per kg - December 1996 Reais

Before July 1994

--

After July 1994

Figure 4.11: Distribution of Milk Prices Before and ARer July 1994

Price per Litre - December 1996 Reais

Before July 1994

--

Afier July 1994

Figure 4.12: Distribution for Corn Prices Before and After Juiy 1994

0.66 1.86

3.1

4.35

5.6

6.84 8.09 9.34 10.58 11.83 13.08 14.33 15.57 16.82 18.07 19.31

Price per 60 kg - December 1996 Reais
Before July 1994

--

After July 1994

Figure 4.13: Distribution of Bean Prices Before and After July 1994
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Before July 1994

--
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Figure 4.14: Coffee Prices January 1992 Through July 1997

Adjusted Average for the State of Acre

Before July 1994

Afier July

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr hl Oct Jan Apr Su1 Oct Jan Apr Jut Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct San Apr Jul

Months Beginning January 1992
Source: EMATER (unpublished)

Figure 4.15: Banana Prices January 1992 Through July 1997

Mean: Pliicido de Castro and Rio Branco

Before July 1994

After July 1994

Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul Oct Jan Apr Jul

Months Beginning January 1992
Source: EMATER (unpublished)

F i p r e 4.16: Distribution of Coffee Prices Before and After July 1994

0.01 0.27 0.53 0.79 1.06 1.32 1.59 1.85 2.11 2.38 2.64 2.91 3.17 3.44 3.7
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Before luly 1994

--

After July 1994

3.96

Figure 4.17: Distribution of Banana Pnces Before and After July 1994
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Figure 4.18: Annual Brazilian Inflation Rate

M e e n r r t d w - J a r n r r g 1977-~irq~rt194v

Source: FGV

5.0

Conclusion

This chapter will briefly review the results of this study. This will be foiIowed by a
discussion of the implication of these findings for agricuitural researchers and policy
makers. FinaUy, the work concludes with an outline for further research.

5.1

Summary of Fidings

Chapter Three outlined the commodities typicaiiy produced by small holders in the
Pedro Peixoto region. The typicai production basket, derived fiom the 1994 IFPEU /

EMBRAPA survey of small landholders, was d e h e d by aii cornmodities with median
production greater than zero. The typicd annual production basket was found to be:
2,180 kg of rice, 1,780 kg of corn, 720 kg of beans, 2,90 litres of mille, 300 kg dressed

beef (600 kg live weight), and 800 kg of Brazii-nut.

An analysis of price variation of the difîerent cornmodities found that price risk is
lowest for the Pasture products included in the production basket (beef and milk),
foiiowed by the annual crops (corn, rice, and bans respectively) and is highest for the
extracted product, Brazil-nut. The analysis of price variation also found that the degree of
price risk is considerably higher in the Pedro Peixoto region than in the south of Brazil or
external markets (e.g., Chicago Board of Trade).

Due (at least in part) to the high degree of risk, producers in the

Pedro Peixoto Senlement District have chosen to produce a diversifed
port$olio of commodities. The high degree of risk is a barn-er to the
production of alternative commodities and the adoption of alternative
production practices thal require increased intensification.

In Chapter Three the expected retum fkom the production of the typical
production basket was estimateci to be 3,000 Reais. This estimate is appreciably above
the World Bank's estimate of the BraPlian poverty line (1,100 Reais) and the annuai

minimum wage (1,200 Reais).

The settlement project har provided people with an opportunity to
acquire land and provided the settlers with an opportunity to improve their
wuy of ire. That is, the settlement project has arguubly met the major

poverty reduction objective of the officul settlement projects.

In Chapter Four the price series were divided into two groups, before and after the
Plano Red Two pnce trends were found to be evident for the majonty of the
commodities found in the typical production basket. Fkst, it was found that the month-tomonth price variation was declining for dl comodities after July 1994. Second it was
discovercd that the expected return for almost aü commodities feil d e r July 1994.

Stochastic dominance analysis was applieci to determine if the combination of falling price

and falling price variation was beneficial for srnall iandholders. It was discovered that
s W landholders producing the typicd production basket would have been better off

under the conditions found before July 1994.

Whileagricultureh mprovided m 1 I landhoiders with an oppomity
tu improve their way of life, their potentiai return fmm the production of
traditional commodities h m declined in the 1990s. Small landholders are
faced wirh a nwnber of options: (a) increase production by increaring their
land base. (b)accept a lower standard of living. or (c) supplement current
production with alternative commodities. andlor increase production of
traditionai commodiries through more intensive and specialized production
practices. Producers rnwt be encouraged tu choose option (c)i f a balance
is tu be rnaintuined beîween growth. the environment. and the desire tu
alleviate poverty.

Stochastic dominance anaiysis was extended to the individual price series. It was
discovered that all producers of nce, beef, and Brazil-nut would have been better off with
the combination of expected r e m and variability found before July 1994. Risk averse
producers of rnilk would have been better off with the combination of price and variability
found before July 1994, wMe risk averse producers of corn are better off with the
combination of price and variability found after the Plano Red The stochastic dominance

analysis did not yield conclusive results for bean pnces. Two alternative commodities not

found in the typical 1994 production basket, coffee and banana., were also examined using
the stochastic dominance techniques. It was discovered that, for these two commodities.
producers in the Pedro Peixoto region are better off with the combination of pnce and

variability found after Juiy 1994.

Expected prices are generaily falling for the commodities in which
Acre is deficit and rising for commodities in which Acre is surplus. if
producers are able tu incorporate alternative commodities into their
production basket, they willbe able tu take advantage of the macroeconornic
changes occurring in the region. The desire to produce commodities that
offer higherpotential returns must be balanced with the associated increase
in price risk that results from increased intensification and the inherenfly

higher risk associated with the alternutive commodities examined.

Two explanations for the price trends were explored in Chapter Four. Fist, the
possibility of a link between falling inflation rates and falling pnce variab'rlity was
investigated. Evidence of such a iink was discovered, and therefore the decline in the
inflation rate rnay help explain the observed decline in prïce variabiiity. The fall in the
inflation rate may also provide a partial explanation for the downward trend in beef prices.

Deciining transaction costs were also explored as a possible explanation for price
trends. Evidence was presented that supported the idea that transaction costs between the
rest of Brazil and Acre are declining. The obsemation that prices tend to be falling for

cornmodities irnported into Acre and rising for commodities exported fkom Acre supports
the hypothesis of faliing transaction costs. The hypothesis is funher supponed by an

indication that some Acre pnces m y be integrated with prices in the South of Brazil after
July 1994 that were not integrateû before July 1994.

I f the trends observed in commodi@prices can be largely explained

by falling inflation and decreusing transaction costs, they can be expected
to be long term effects. That is, it is unlikely that the downwtzrd trenà
observed in most commodities typically produced by small Iandhulders will
be reversed. Therefore, the pressure for m l i landhoiders tu increare their
return from agricultwal production will likely continue to build. As
previously rnentioned this can be accomplished through Nicreasing the land
base or by modified production practices a d o r theproduction of alternative
commodities.

5.2

Implications of Fmdings
Given that agricultural production in the Pedro Peixoto region provides srnall

landholders with retums that are greater than alternative labour uses there are ongoing
econornic incentives for continueci expansion of smaii landholder production. The
pressures for expanded production rnay be intensifieci by the decllie in expected return
observed after July 1994 (Le., producers may have to increase production to maintain their
incorne level). Unless research c m provide alternative €omis of incorne expansion (e.g.,

alternative production practices or the production of alternative c o m d i t i e s ) , it is iikely
that this increase in srnall iandholder production will largely accrue from deforesting more

hd.
The ability of producers to adopt alternative production practices rnay be

hampered by the high degree of price variability observed in cornrnodity prices in the
region. This research has shown that the degree of price risk is higher for srnall
landholders in Pedro Peixoto than in the south of Brazil, or in other markets outside
BraziL Srnall landholders in the Pedro Peixoto region have been able to reduce this pnce

risk through divers=

production. The high degree of pnce risk,and the need to

diversa to reduce the exposure to risk, rnay decrease the desirability of alternative
production practices and/or alternative commodities that require increased intensification
(e.g., agroforestry, iniproved Pasture management). However, the analysis in this study

has shown that price variability rnay be declining over tirne. If this price trend continues.
there rnay be an optimal time (ie., when price variability has declined to a sufficient
degree) to implement intensification plans.
The economic pressures on srnall hdholders, resulting in part from a changing

market environment, have significant implications for policy rnakers. Many of the large
macroeconornic forces that have caused the changes in pnces are beyond the control of
local policy rnakers. However, some poiicies c m be put in place to help small landholders
take advantage of these changes.

Toniolo and Uhl(1995) note three basic impedirnents to increased incorne fkom
the existing land base: poor access to technical assistance, lack of credit. and fkontier
markets. Each of these irripediments can be eased by policy makers in the region.
Extension efforts must give s m d landholders the market information they need to
make informeci production decisions. This rnay be as simple as cornrnunicating current
pnce trends and expectations of pnce changes. As markets in the Pedro Peixoto region
become more integrated with markets outside the area, cornmodity prices will be
Muenced to a greater degree by outside factors (international production, for example).
Small landholders may not be aware of the impact of outside forces on local prices and

giving them this knowledge may iniprove their production decisions. Smaü landholders
rnay also need assistance in identifying and taking advantage of new market opportunities

that are created out of the changing market environment.
Technical support is also needed to help small landholders develop the knowledge
requHed to produce alternative cornmodities. Small landholders can also adjust their
curent production practices to increase the revenue earned by traditional c o m d i t i e s .
For example, studies have s h o w (e-g., Farninow et aL, 1998, and Valentim, 1989) that
improved Pasture and herd management can increase the retwn nom the production of
beef and rnilk, two cornmodities with relatively lower pnce risk. Again, small landholders
may require technical assistance in adopting new management practices.

Lack of available credit will also inhibit srnall landholders fkom taking advantage of
the changing market environment. Capital (dong with labour) is one of the factors of

agricultwai production in short supply in the Amazon region. Increased access to capital

through credit prograrns wiii give srnall landholders the oppominity to adapt their
production practices andor introduce additional cornmodities into their production basket.
In addition, Vosti et aL (1998b) note that rurd financial institutions do not adequately
direct capital created by smaii famiers back into rural investrnents. Investments in rural

financial institutions will assist in the reinvestment of locally generated capital, as weii as
improve the availability of credit. As noted in Chapter Four, continued low inflation rates
also aid in iniproving capital avaüability through increased access to credit as weU as
reinvested savings.
hcreased market access may lead to decreased price variability because this will

decrease the sensitivity of local prices to changes in local production. Decreased
transaction costs may also increase the retum fkom products exported fkom Acre. As
improvements in market infÎastructure can lead to higher retums and lower price
variability, these Mprovernents also increase the iikelihood that srnall landholders wili
choose to expand their incorne through the adoption of alternative production practices

and/or through production of alternative comrnodities. Investment in market
infrastructure is therefore an important policy tool that can assist srnali landholders in
adapting to changes in the market environment.
ImproWig aansportation links is one way in which local poïicy makers cm reduce
the market isolation of srnali landholders in the Pedro Peixoto region. Not only will
improved aansportation links reduce the sensitivity of local market to local changes in
production (and hence reduce price variability) it will &O irrq>rove the ability of srnall
landholders to deliver high quality products to the market. This is especially important to

comrnodities (banana for example) that quickly deteriorate. Other investmnts in market
inûastructure may irriprove the processing of products, the packaging of products, and
improve marketing strategies through increased awareness of customer needs.

5.3

Further Research

Of pr-

importance in ongoing research is the need to continue to gather,

denate and analyse price data fkom the settlernent districts in the western Arnazon. This
rnust be done to ailow ongoing research to learn if the trends identifieci in this study
continue, or if they were short terni events that WUbe reversai in the hiture. In order to
determine the likelihood of the observed trends continuing, a more rigorous market
integration study should be conducted. A longer time senes is required to complete the
market integration research.
The hypothesis brought forward in this study that transaction costs were declinhg
was supported by the idea that prices were falling for importeci products and rising for

exported products. However, evidence to support this hypothesis is mainly mecdotai.
Therefore, a need exists for rnarket research to detail the flows of products in and out of
the region if current and future trends in prices are to be understood.

Ln order to assess the desirabiiity of alternative comrnodities, the price analysis
carrieci out in this research study should be extended to other alternative cornrnodities,

such as agroforestry products (heart-Of-palm production for example). An analysis of
price risk should be included in any research project analyshg the viability of alternative
commodities or alternative production practices in the region. This mut include an

analysis of price trends, as the inherent risk in s o m commodities m y be declining over
tirne, so that even if they present too large a risk today, they rnay becorne viable

alternatives in the future.
As previously rnentioned, the addition of cost structures to stochastic dominance

analysis would allow researchers to determine the probability of ongoing profits fiom
alternative production saategies, and deterrnine the probability of small landholder
badmptcy. niis codd prove to be an important analytical tool in comparing the
desirability of various alternative production practices and/or comrnodities.
Finaüy the risk analysis carried out in this shidy should be extended to an analysis
of production risk. Pnce risk, while important to small landholders, is only one part of the

risk equation. A clear understanding of production risk is necessary to gain a more
complete understanding of why small landholders in the Pedro Peixoto region choose
particular production practices.
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